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A review on selective laser sintering/melting (SLS/SLM) of aluminium alloy powders: 

Processing, microstructure, and properties 

 

Abstract  

Manufacturing businesses aiming to deliver their new customised products more quickly and 

gain more consumer markets for their products will increasingly employ selective laser 

sintering/melting (SLS/SLM) for fabricating high quality, low cost, repeatable, and reliable 

aluminium alloy powdered parts for automotive, aerospace, and aircraft applications. However, 

aluminium powder is known to be uniquely bedevilled with the tenacious surface oxide film 

which is difficult to avoid during SLS/SLM processing. The tenacity of the surface oxide film 

inhibits metallurgical bonding across the layers during SLS/SLM processing and this 

consequently leads to initiation of spheroidisation by Marangoni convection. Due to the paucity 

of publications on SLS/SLM processing of aluminium alloy powders, we review the current state 

of research and progress from different perspectives of the SLS/SLM, powder metallurgy (P/M) 

sintering, and pulsed electric current sintering (PECS) of ferrous, non-ferrous alloys, and 

composite powders as well as laser welding of aluminium alloys in order to provide a basis for 

follow-on- research that leads to the development of high productivity, SLS/SLM processing of 

aluminium alloy powders. Moreover, both P/M sintering and PECS of aluminium alloys are 

evaluated and related to the SLS process with a view to gaining useful insights especially in the 

aspects of liquid phase sintering (LPS) of aluminium alloys; application of LPS to SLS process; 

alloying effect in disrupting the surface oxide film of aluminium alloys; and designing of 

aluminium alloy suitable for the SLS/SLM process. Thereafter, SLS/SLM parameters, powder 
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properties, and different types of lasers with their effects on the processing and densification of 

aluminium alloys are considered. The microstructure and metallurgical defects associated with 

SLS/SLM processed parts are also elucidated by highlighting the mechanism of their formation, 

the main influencing factors, and the remedial measures. Mechanical properties such as hardness, 

tensile, and fatigue strength of SLS/SLM processed parts are reported. The final part of this 

paper summarises findings from this review and outlines the trend for future research in the 

SLS/SLM processing of aluminium alloy powders.  

Keywords: Selective laser sintering/melting (SLS/SLM); Liquid phase sintering (LPS); 

Spheroidisation; Powder Metallurgy (P/M); Microstructural evolution, Mechanical 

properties. 
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1. Introduction 

Aluminium (Al) alloys; the second most used metal surpassed only by steel; are categorised 

into heat treatable, non-heat treatable and casting alloys [1-4]. Commercial heat treatable Al 

alloys are 2000 (Al-Cu or Al-Cu-Mg), 6000 (Al-Mg-Si), and 7000 (Al-Zn-Mg) series alloys 

whose strength and other properties are enhanced by various heat treatment processes whereas 

non-heat-treatable Al alloys include 1000, 3000, 4000 containing only Si, and 5000 series alloys 

which are strengthened by mechanical deformation processes [1-4]. They are increasingly 

employed in automotive, aerospace, and aircraft applications because of their recyclability, 

excellent strength-to-weight ratio, thermal and electrical conductivity, corrosion resistance, 

formability, and attractive appearance.  

 

Engineering parts made in aluminium alloys have been fabricated by traditional 

manufacturing processes such as casting, forging, extrusion, and powder metallurgy (P/M). 

However, these traditional manufacturing processes have resulted in parts having coarse grain 

structures with the attendant poor mechanical properties as a consequence of low cooling rates 

associated with these processes [5, 6]. Moreover, the adoption of tooling for making Al alloy 

parts through these traditional manufacturing routes increases the cost of production and the lead 

time. Therefore, for manufacturing businesses engaging in the fabrication of aluminium parts and 

aiming to deliver their new customised products more quickly and gain more consumer markets 

for their products, selective laser sintering/melting (SLS/SLM) has become a promising 

manufacturing route for such businesses. This is because SLS/SLM, a layer manufacturing (LM) 

technique, allows parts to be fabricated without any part-specific tools being required; shortens 
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the design and production cycle; and promises to revolutionise the traditional manufacturing 

processes by engendering significant time and cost savings [7, 8].  

 

(A)  

 

(B)  

Fig. 1. (A) A layered manufacturing (LM) paradigm (B) Generic fixturing [9]. 

 

SLS/SLM creates 3-D parts through the application of laser energy to powder beds via the 3-D 

CAD description of the part geometry from which it derives a 2-D stack of layers which 

represent the part (Fig. 1A). Each layer is then created by scanning a laser spot over the required 

cross-sectional area, and using the laser to melt, sinter and bond particles together in a thin 
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lamina. By spreading a further layer of powder on top of the previously processed layer and 

repeating the scanning process; subsequent layers are created and simultaneously bonded to 

already existing layers until such time as the entire stack of 2-D layers has been created and 

bonded together to form the geometry described by the original 3-D CAD solid model (Fig. 1B). 

Functional graded materials [10], rapid tooling [6, 11] and satellite technology [12] have been 

identified as promising areas for the application of SLS/SLM; Calignano et al. [13] fabricated 

mechanisms for machine and robotic designs via SLS; Das and co-investigators [14, 15] 

demonstrated the feasibility of fabricating components for defence applications by the selective 

laser sintering/hot isostatic pressing (SLS/HIP) technique; Stoodley et al. [11], Hayashi et al. 

[17], Hollander et al. [18], Kanazawa et al. [19] and Wauthle et al. [20] employed SLS/SLM to 

process implants for medical purposes while Vasquez et al. [21] recently developed new SLS 

materials for snowboarding applications. Ardila et al. [22] and Seyda et al. [23] also highlighted 

another important advantage of SLS/SLM in that it allows an efficient use of the material, due to 

the possibility to recycle and reuse un-melted metal powder. They established that after recycling 

powders between 12 to 14 times, there were no significant changes in powder and test parts 

properties (Fig. 2), hence, validating powder recycling methodology for its use in SLS/SLM 

manufacturing. Other outstanding ecological performing indicators of SLS/SLM process include 

reduction in emissions because fewer raw materials need to be produced, design for light-weight 

structuring with a weight reduction and design for performance and indirect usage of toxic 

chemicals like lubricant or coolant in any measurable amount [24, 25]. 
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(A)  (B)  

Fig. 2. Results from (A) porosity and (B) Charpy impact measurements performed over 

manufactured samples. Each point represents the average % porosity or impact energy 

determined for six samples fabricated in five particular iterations. Red bars indicate standard 

deviation from the average values of porosity and impact energy. The dashed line represents an 

average porosity or impact energy obtained from these five values [22]. 

 

With the expected rapid development and improvement in process capabilities of SLS/SLM in 

the next decade, these examples buttress the fact that SLS/SLM remains the technology of the 

future as human lives continue to depend upon the quality and ease of use of its products in the 

manufacturing, transportation, medicine, sports and electronics sectors.  

 

However, the main drawbacks of SLS/SLM techniques are poor surface quality, and 

dimensional accuracy, as well as material properties (microstructure and mechanical strength) 

that do not meet the pre-requisite for industrial applications. To address these demerits, post-

processing treatments like polishing, painting, heat-treatment, and furnace-infiltration e.t.c. have 

been employed [26]. Again, these post-processing treatments also introduce the burden of 

elongating the production cycle and increasing the cost of production. Meanwhile, investigation 

of appropriate process and material parameters required for obtaining improved surface finish, 
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dimensional accuracy, and mechanical strength of SLS/SLM fabricated parts is also being 

undertaken with a view to eliminating these post-processing steps in order to shorten the lead 

time and reduce production costs.  

 

Recently, SLS/SLM processing of aluminium alloy powders and their composites [24, 27-43, 45] 

has been undertaken with a view to gaining an understanding of laser processability. 

Furthermore, in similarity to laser welding of aluminium alloys, the effectiveness of SLS/SLM 

processing had been found to be a function of physical properties (Table 1) such as low 

absorptivity to the laser beam, tenacious oxide films, low boiling point elements, high thermal 

conductivity, high co-efficient of thermal expansion, relatively wide solidification temperature 

ranges, high solidification shrinkage, a tendency to form low melting constituents, low viscosity, 

and high solubility of hydrogen in liquid state [4, 30, 31, 32, 44, 45]. Meanwhile, in similarity to 

other metallic powders, SLS/SLM of aluminium alloy powders can be bedevilled with 

complications such as balling, porosity, layer distortion, cracking, poor dimensional accuracy 

and surface roughness, and loss of alloying elements [45]. These complications occur because of 

the oxide contamination; development of non-uniform thermal gradients across the processed 

parts; Marangoni convection which inhibits successful melt pool to substrate bonding in SLM or 

inter-particulate bonding in SLS across the layers; and high power density employed for 

SLS/SLM processing [8, 45-47]. It had also been established that these difficulties result in 

components with undesirable microstructures giving rise to poor physical and mechanical 

properties. 
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Table 1 

Properties of pure and alloyed aluminium at its melting point [44] 

Properties (Unit) Pure Al 

Ionisation energy (Ev) 6 

Specific heat (J/kg/K) 1080 

Specific heat of fusion (J/kg) 4 x 105 

Melting point (K) 933 

Boiling point (K) 2603 

Viscosity (kg/m/s) 0.0013 

Surface tension (N/m) 0.84 

Thermal conductivity (W/m/K) 94.03 

Thermal diffusivity (M2/s) 3.65 x 10-5 

Expansion co-efficient (1/K) 24 x 10-6 

Density (kg/m3) 2385 

Elastic modulus (N/m3) 7.1 x 1010 

 

 The focus of this review is to understand the variants of SLS/SLM process, as applicable to 

aluminium alloys, in order to establish the science base of SLS/SLM process for their reliable 

fabrication of parts. Available literature on conventional powder metallurgy (P/M) sintering, and 

pulsed electric current sintering (PECS) of aluminium and its alloys are also evaluated and 

related to the SLS process with a view to gaining useful insights especially in the aspects of 

liquid phase sintering (LPS) of aluminium alloys; application of LPS to the SLS process; 
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alloying effect in disrupting the surface oxide film of aluminium alloys; and designing of 

aluminium alloy suitable for the SLS/SLM process. Moreover, SLS/SLM processing parameters, 

including the process and the laser type; as well as the material-related variables; and their 

effects on the processing and densification of SLS/SLM fabricated parts are presented with a 

view to gaining an understanding of how to mitigate the deleterious effect of oxidation and 

ensuring good wetting and successful layer-by-layer consolidation of SLS/SLM processing of 

aluminium alloys.  

 

 Due to the paucity of publications on SLS/SLM processing of aluminium alloy powders, 

we review the current state of research and progress mainly from the perspectives of the 

SLS/SLM of ferrous (e.g. alloyed steels), non-ferrous alloys (e.g. titanium alloys), and composite 

powders. Meanwhile, ferrous, non-ferrous, and aluminium alloy powders are being considered 

together in this review because they are very reactive and form very stable oxides. Therefore, 

they all require the use of high vacuum or high-purity inert gas atmosphere for their processing. 

It is expected that insights to be gained from how SLS/SLM processing and material parameters 

promote mechanism of oxide disruption for achieving good microstructural and mechanical 

properties in ferrous, and non-ferrous powders could be helpful in understanding the disruption 

mechanism of aluminium oxides as well as the effect of processing and material parameters 

during laser processing. Thereafter, metallurgical microstructures, and processing defects found 

in SLS/SLM fabricated parts are discussed. The mechanical properties of SLS/SLM processed 

powders are also reported in this article. The final part of this paper explores the developments in 
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the field of SLS/SLM processing of metallic and composite powders as related to aluminium 

alloy powders, and outlines the trend for future research.  

 

2 Variants of SLS/SLM Processing of Aluminium Alloys 

 

It was initially thought that the ease of manufacture by low cost conventional techniques 

such as casting and machining had made the application of SLS/SLM to aluminium alloys 

unattractive [48]. However, other reasons why there had not been much progress reported in the 

SLS/SLM of aluminium alloy powders include:  

 

 the problem of the oxide film present on the surface of the metal powder, the 

thermodynamic stability of aluminium sesquioxide making it difficult to remove 

or avoid, and  

 the relatively low melting point of aluminium which makes it difficult to find a 

suitable lower melting point binder material that belongs to the group of light 

metals in order to generate sufficient amount of liquid phase for binary liquid 

phase SLS processing.  

 

In order to gain the basic understanding of SLS/SLM of aluminium alloy powders with a view to 

overcoming these challenges, the variants of SLS/SLM processing of aluminium alloy powders 

are hereby described as found in the available literature. 
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According to Kruth et al. [49], variants of SLS/SLM are indirect SLS which incorporates 

polymeric binding and debinding stages followed by infiltration; binary liquid phase SLS or 

direct SLS which combines a structural material remaining solid throughout the process and a 

binder material being liquefied with the structural and binder materials occurring in the form of 

coated grains, composite grains, and separate grains; partial melting SLS which occurs in a 

mixture of different powders (multiple phases) having no distinct binder and structural materials, 

bimodal powders, or single phase material; SLM which is able to achieve full melting in single 

component, single material powder; single component, alloyed powder particles; and fusing 

powder mixture; and laser initiated chemically binding mechanisms. It is pertinent to note that 

each SLS/SLM binding or consolidation mechanism culminates in the formation of final parts 

having significantly different microstructure upon comparison with the starting material via the 

manipulation of the SLS/SLM process parameters and the original powder properties presented 

in Table 2. 

 

An extensive search through the available literature reveals the reservation associated with use of 

terminologies for describing SLS/SLM among researchers. For example, Uzunsoy & Chang [51] 

agreed with Simchi et al. [52] in regarding indirect SLS as sintering the base metal powder 

mixed with a polymeric binder with a low energy laser beam to produce a green part. After the 

sintering stage, the polymer is debinded and post-processed via infiltration in a furnace with a 

low–melting point alloy in order to enable the component produced attain full density.  
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Table 2 

SLS/SLM process parameters and material variables influencing the processing and densification 
mechanism of fabricated parts [50]. 

SLS/SLM Processing Parameters Material properties 
Laser power Viscosity 
Scan rates Surface tension 
Atmospheric control Particle size and distribution 
Gas flow Particle shape 
Heaters (bed temperature) Absorptivity/reflectivity 
Laser type Thermal conductivity 
Scan radius Specific heat 
Scan vector length Emissivity 
Scan spacing Melting temperature. 
Thickness of layers Component ratio 
Machine (specific type) Chemical composition. 

 

Sercombe & Schaffer [53] also demonstrated indirect SLS of aluminium alloys (Fig. 3) 

involving the formation of an unconstrained, resin-bonded aluminium powder part, covering the 

part in a magnesium/alumina blanket, burnout of the resin, partial transformation of the 

aluminium into a rigid aluminium nitride skeleton by reaction with nitrogen atmosphere and the 

subsequent infiltration with a second aluminium alloy. Prior to post-processing, the parts 

obtained were characterised with low tensile strength as a consequence of the absence of any 

strengthening mechanism for the pure Al matrix.  
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            (A)                                         (B)                                            (C) 

Fig. 3. The microstructural development in indirect SLS of aluminium alloys. (A) green part 

(nylon binder in black, not visible); (B) aluminium nitride skeleton surrounding the aluminium 

grains; (C) infiltrated part [53]. 

 

As noted earlier on, coated grain, composite grain, and separate grain variants have been 

described as binary liquid phase SLS or direct SLS (Fig. 4). This involves the use of a powder 

blend consisting of two or more immiscible alloys of different melting point. In coated grains, a 

structural material is coated with the low melting point binder phase such that the binder material 

is preferentially melted by the impinging laser beam and eventually binds the structural particles 

together (Fig. 4A). Composite grains [39] are obtained via mechanically alloying consisting of 

the binder and the structural material within each individual powder grain with powder particles 

repeatedly milled, fractured and welded together (Fig. 4B).  

 

 

http://www.sciencemag.org/content/301/5637/1225/F1.large.jpg
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/301/5637/1225/F1.large.jpg
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/301/5637/1225/F1.large.jpg
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(A)  (B)    (C)      

Fig. 4. Variants of binary liquid phase SLS or direct SLS (A) coated grains, (B) composite 

grains, and (C) separate grains [54]. 

 

The separate grain variant of the binary liquid phase SLS or direct SLS consists of blends of the 

larger particle sized structural material of higher melting point and the smaller particle sized 

lower melting point binder material (Fig. 4C). The binder particles are preferentially melted in 

order to bind the high melting point structural particles together. The preferential binder melting 

may be counteracted by higher reflectivity or lower laser absorption of the metallic binder 

material as compared to the structural material) with the combination of small binder particles 

and larger structural particles providing the benefit of better packing with small pores thereby 

favouring fast spreading of the molten binder via capillary forces and fast rearrangement of the 

particles [47]. Laoui et al. [55] employed a separate grain variant of the binary liquid phase SLS 

in which a mixture of ceramic particles (WC) remained solid throughout the production cycle 

and the metal particles (Co) were melted by the laser beam. Parts obtained via binary liquid 

phase SLS could not attain full density because adequate quantity of liquid phase for filling up 

the inter-particulate pores could not be formed (Fig. 5A). Consequently, post-infiltration of 

porous green parts with a low melting point material was incorporated into the process in order 

to enhance the dimensional stability, densification, and mechanical properties of parts (Fig. 5B).  
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(A)   (B)  

Fig. 5. LPS of WC-Co powder mixture; (A) before infiltration (grey portion: non-molten WC 

particle, white portion: molten Co, dark portion: porosity); (B) after infiltration with low melting 

point material (copper) [55]. 

 

 Furthermore, partial melting variant of SLS also occurs in a mixture of different powders 

(multiple phases) having no distinct binder and structural materials; bimodal or multimodal 

powders; and single phase material [28, 29]. The partial melting variant of SLS was established 

in bimodal hypoeutectic Al-Si powders by blending the low melting point binder +45-75 たm 

AlSi12 powder with higher melting point structural pure aluminium powders with varying 

particle size distribution, component ratio, and chemical composition [29]. Partial melting SLS 

occurred with the melting of the large sized binder AlSi12 particles which bound together the 

smaller sized particles of the structural components. The low melting point AlSi12 powders 

improved the energy efficiency of the partial melting SLS process when added to pure 

aluminium powder because it lowers the melting point of pure aluminium, thus requiring lower 

laser energy density. Furthermore, the addition of 9wt%Si is thought to have reduced the surface 

tension of the melt, thereby resulting in improved wetting behaviour. Because all the SLS 

processed blended hypoeutectic Al-Si powdered particles did not melt, therefore, the process 
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could not be described as “full melting” or SLM; hence, the name “LPS or partial melting” or 

SLS is preferred. 

 

 Dewidar et al. [56], while agreeing with Simchi and co-investigators [52] as well as 

Uzunsoy & Chang [51] on the definition of indirect SLS, approached SLM by directly heating a 

base-metal powder particles with the laser beam and thereafter infiltrated it with a lower melting 

point alloy in order to enhance the mechanical properties of the components. In assessing the 

work of Dewidar et al. [56], it may be argued that full melting was not achieved since infiltration 

of the porous SLS processed part with with a lower melting point alloy was carried out to 

achieve full densification. Rather, the study of Dewidar et al. [56] could only be described as 

direct SLS since partial melting must have been attained due to the choice of low laser power 

and low scanning speeds used during processing. Analysis of the cited literature on the SLS 

variants confirms that the amount of available liquid phase in the sintering pool controls the 

densification mechanism and the resultant microstructure of the SLS processed parts by altering 

the thermo-kinetic and thermocapillary properties such as viscosity, wettability, and rheological 

properties. 

 

 However, in agreement with Tang et al. [57]; Kruth et al. [49] described SLM as sintering 

the metal powder directly by the high-energy laser beam to achieve 100% density in a single step 

as opposed to direct or indirect SLS. A study of various SLM literature shows that it requires 

careful process control in order to avoid difficulties such as part distortion, balling and dross 
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formation in the melt pool that cause poor surface quality [47]. Meanwhile, apart from the 

properties of a material system, the choice of process parameters and the types of lasers used for 

consolidation could also determine whether SLS or SLM would be obtained for a typical 

material system. This could be attributed to the duration of the laser-material interaction which 

controls the degree of consolidation that may be obtained in a material system. High laser powers 

combined with low scanning rates would generate SLM whereas; high or low laser powers 

coupled with higher scanning rates would result in SLS. For instance, Olakanmi [40, 45] scanned 

single layers of Al, Al–Mg and Al–Si powders with a CO2 laser (600µm beam diameter) by 

using combinations of laser powers and scanning speeds. The outcome of the study revealed that 

energy densities in the range of 12 to 16J/mm2 were found to be the threshold below which SLS 

(at 100 – 240 mm/s and 50 – 150 W) was predominant and above which SLM (at 50 – 150 mm/s 

and 100 – 240 W) occurred. In contrast, Louvis et al. [27] obtained SLM for aluminium alloys by 

reducing the laser power required and increasing the laser scanning rates, while still producing 

components with a high relative density when they employed MCP realiser fibre laser. 

Furthermore, Burchibender et al. [24] achieved increased high build rate application of selective 

laser melting (SLM) of aluminium by using a new prototype machine tool including a 1 kW fibre 

laser and a multi-beam system.  

 

 Laser-induced in-situ chemical reactions have also been employed to fabricate Al/Fe2O3 

and Al/TiO2/B4C metal matrix composites (MMCs) [31, 32, 43]. In this process, the laser ignites 

and provides sufficient thermal energy to overcome the activation energy barrier of the reactants 

(Al/Fe2O3 or Al/TiO2/B4C) thereby yielding adequate thermal energy to form chemical 
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compounds. In addition, this technique is preferred to the two-component powder method as a 

result of its inherent benefits in giving rise to fine and uniform distribution of compounds, 

improved consolidation and the release of exothermic energy that promotes the SLS/SLM 

response of the reactants [31, 32, 43]. In-situ chemical reaction synthesis combined with SLM 

opens a new door of opportunity to extend the capabilities of binary liquid phase SLS to process 

high melting point ceramic and intermetallic materials. There exists an optimal blending ratio of 

constituent materials in the newly developed MMCs and an optimal set of processing parameters 

for which the release of large amount of thermal energy and the in-situ chemical reaction are 

controllable with the attendant benefits of reducing the price and running expenditure of an SLM 

machine, thereby widening its versatility. Composite fabrication via SLS/SLM combined with 

in-situ chemical reaction processing is gaining wide acceptance because the processing speed is 

fast, the technology is simple, the time and energy of the preparation are saved and 

manufacturing cost is low. 

 

Although, SLM employs a laser beam to consolidate metallic powders in an attempt to 

achieve 100% density (SLM) in one step, its demerit include the occurrence of balling which 

inhibits inter-particulate melting as a consequence of the presence of the surface oxide film on 

the surface of powder particles which prevent wettability of the liquid metal with its solid form 

due to the initiation of Marangoni convection [47, 49]. Another setback to SLM is the occurrence 

of part distortion or layer delamination due to high temperature gradients [47, 49]. In assessing 

the different approaches of SLS/SLM elucidated earlier on in this section, it is clear that some 

approaches have been developed from a desire to produce a specific material system. According 
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to Dalgarno & Wright [58], the desire to process materials using direct SLS/SLM approach is 

because such materials may be difficult and expensive to process conventionally. Moreover, the 

feasibility of fabricating aluminium alloy parts in direct SLS/SLM will make realisable the 

benefits of time saving, and cost reduction over the indirect SLS with a polymer binder by not 

requiring de-binding and post-processing steps. Although, the possibility of fabricating parts in 

SLS/SLM depends on fundamental material issues, the processing conditions which allow direct 

SLS/SLM, and the size of the component which is to be fabricated; however; indirect SLS with a 

polymer binder is likely to continue to offer the processing of widest range of materials, because 

it concentrates on only using laser scanning to generate shape, with a wide range of subsequent 

processes available to generate strength and consolidate the part [58]. Moreover, binary phase 

SLS appears promising for the processing of composites being one of the methods to build near 

net shape parts of 3D complexity. From the point of view of the quality of part produced, the 

main drawback of the technique resides in the inherent high level of residual porosity which 

requires a post treatment such as re-sintering or infiltration. Additionally, the surface finish 

obtained is rougher compared to parts obtained by powder compaction. Future work needs to 

concentrate on developing a better understanding of processes such as SLS/SLM-induced in-situ 

chemical reactions in producing nanocrystalline aluminium alloy-ceramic composites with a 

view to improving the density and mechanical properties of parts.  
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3 Relevance of Powder Metallurgy, and Pulsed Electric Current Sintering (PECS) to SLS 

Process of Aluminium Alloys 

 

 At present, very little work has been reported on the SLS/SLM of aluminium alloy parts. 

This section will only relate conventional powder metallurgy (P/M) and pulsed electric-current 

sintering (PECS) of aluminium alloy powders to the SLS process, with a view to gaining relevant 

insights into liquid phase sintering (LPS) of aluminium alloys; application of LPS to the SLS 

process; alloying effects in disrupting the surface oxide film of aluminium alloys; and designing 

of aluminium alloys suitable for the SLS/SLM process.  

 

3.1 Powder Metallurgy (P/M) Liquid Phase Sintering (LPS)  

 

 The adoption of liquid phase sintering (LPS) in the SLS processing has the benefits of low 

sintering temperature, fast densification, homogenisation, high final densities, and 

microstructures that often possess improved mechanical and physical properties. With regards to 

SLS, an essential requirement for the effective liquid phase sintering is the transient wetting 

liquid (formation of sufficient liquid phase within short durations varying between 0.5 to 5ms) 

which promotes metallurgical bonding or inter-particulate melting across the layers of sintered 

components. German [59] considered the schematic binary phase diagram shown in Fig. 6 and 

suggested the key features of an ideal liquid phase sintering system to be:  
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(1) The additive A should have a lower melting point than the base B. The alternative is a 

low melting point eutectic which does not form liquid phase on spontaneous heating. 

(2)The solubility of the additive A in the base B should be low for the additive to remain 

segregated to particle boundaries. This increases the liquid + solid range and the volume of 

liquid for a given amount of the second added component. 

(3) The base should be soluble in the liquid and it should also have a high diffusivity in the 

liquid in order to ensure high rates of mass transport and therefore rapid sintering. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Phase diagram of an ideal system for LPS [60].  
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Fig 7. A schematic diagram contrasting the effects of solubility on densification or swelling 

during LPS [60]. 

 

 Solubility of the solid in the liquid is a necessary pre-requisite for successful LPS with 

regard to systems having more than 65vol% solid [60]. Solubility promotes re-precipitation and 

increased efficiency in particle arrangement thereby leading to increased sintered density. As 

noted earlier on, solubility of the liquid in the solid is not preferred due to swelling as the liquid 

which diffuses into the solid grains leads to formation of porosity which is difficult to remove 

upon subsequent sintering. Fig. 7 suggests that transient liquid phase can be controlled to 

produce desirable properties as exemplified in Cu-Sn and Cu-Zn systems. The solubility 

parameter (S), which determines whether swelling or shrinkage occurs during LPS, is the ratio of 

the solid solubility (SB) in the liquid to the liquid solubility in the solid (SA). Table 3 presents the 

solubility effects on densification in LPS for various material systems. 
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Table 3 

Solubility effects on densification in LPS [60]. 

Base Additive Solubility ratio,   
(at.%) 

Behaviour 

Al  Zn 0.004 Swell 
Cu Al  0.1 Swell 
Cu Ti 4 Shrink 
Fe B 7 shrink 
Fe Cu 0.07 Swell 
W Fe 5 Shrink 

 

 In regards to SLS processing, the actual amount of dimensional change is a function of the 

processing conditions. Phase diagrams are useful in identifying solubility parameters and other 

features that promotes LPS [60]. A study of an ideal phase diagram for LPS (Fig. 6) reveals that 

a deep eutectic is preferred due to significant reduction in sintering temperature with the 

formation of liquid phase. The formation of intermediate compound is generally unfavourable. 

High-temperature phases can reduce diffusion rates, while brittle intermetallic phases that form 

during cooling can degrade mechanical properties.  

 

 

Fig. 8. Typical microstructure of a LPS system with the phase diagram characteristics shown in 

Fig. 6 [60]. 
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 Furthermore, a phase diagram reveals the tendency of alloying elements and impurities to 

segregate to the interfaces with a downward sloping liquidus and solidus indicating a propensity 

for solute segregation and lower surface energies [60]. Therefore, a sintering temperature just 

above the eutectic temperature is optimal for a composition in the L + く region. A typical LPS 

microstructure is shown in Fig. 8 which consists of relatively large, rounded grains suspended in 

a liquid matrix, with the degree of grain contact governed by the dihedral angle. In a system that 

lacks solubility of the solid in the liquid phase, a rigid skeletal structure is expected with 

densification controlled by solid state diffusion. Use of extremely fine starting powders or 

segregating activators that promote solid-state sintering in the presence of the liquid ensures high 

sintered densities are obtained. 

 

 Schaffer and co-workers [61] examined the behaviour of a number of likely candidate 

alloys and discovered that Al-Sn, which follows very closely the ideal characteristics described 

in Fig. 6, had a much more desirable sintering response than either Al-Cu or Al-Zn, both of 

which have at least one ideal characteristic. On this premise, they designed the Al–Sn–Mg 

system for uncompacted sintering and were able to achieve near full theoretical density. 

However, the tensile strength of the Al–Sn system was poor because tin could not provide much 

strengthening whereas Mg addition in the Al–Sn–Mg system improved tensile strength. This 

confirms the potency of Mg in disrupting the surface oxide film of aluminium, thus, promoting 

metal/metal bonding. Meanwhile, it is hereby speculated that the addition of tin could have 

reduced the strengthening effect of magnesium in the Al-Sn-Mg powder.  
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 P/M aluminium alloys can be improved without recourse to hot working or master alloy 

powders if their design is based on an understanding of the underlying sintering processes and 

the characteristics of an ideal liquid phase sintering system [61]. However, this idea can be 

applied to the design of suitable aluminium alloys for the fabrication of parts in SLS process with 

a view to ensuring that the oxide phase of the aluminium powders is disrupted in order to make 

allowance for effective inter-particle bonding/melting across the layers so as to achieve the 

production of full density parts. This entails the determination of the appropriate chemical 

composition of aluminium alloys that make allowance in their thermal cycle for the transient 

nature of the adequate liquid phase during SLS in addition to the alloying elements contained in 

them effectively disrupting the surface oxide of the aluminium powder. Furthermore, designing 

such SLS processable aluminium alloys necessitates that the mechanism of disruption of their 

surface oxide film need to be understood. Therefore, an investigation is necessary to ascertain if 

alloys of the same composition as those employed in the press and sinter technique could give 

equivalent or a better sintering response during SLS without the application of hot working 

processes. If this is not the case, alloys that would give desirable response to SLS need to be 

designed.  

 

3.2 The Application of Liquid Phase Sintering (LPS) to SLS Process 

 According to Agarwala et al. [50], the most applicable of all the binding mechanisms to 

SLS is the liquid phase sintering/partial melting (LPS) which incorporates the melting of the 

binder material of lower melting point thereby binding together the particles of the structural 
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components of the system. Moreover, the improvement obtained in the mechanical and 

microstructural properties of SLS processed components depends on the success or otherwise of 

the LPS with regard to the amount of liquid phase present. Powder properties such as the size 

distribution and shape of the powder particles, as well as particle arrangement play an important 

role in determining the ideal SLS liquid phase condition. If the processing and powder 

parameters are poorly controlled, difficulties such as balling, microstructural agglomeration, 

layer delamination and porosity are bound to be encountered during the SLS of metals due to the 

initiation of Marangoni convection, and uneven thermal gradient on the powder bed. These 

problems may also arise as a result of improper arrangement of the powder particles on the 

sintering bed. While the role of component ratio of binder material in the SLS of metals will be 

presented in this section, the roles of processing parameters as well as powder properties will be 

discussed in Section 4.2.1. 

 

 An appropriate choice of the amount (measured in weight percentage) of binder materials 

(which represents the amount of liquid phase formed if complete melting of the binder is 

assumed) has been shown to overcome some of the SLS challenges highlighted in the preceding 

paragraph. Gu & Shen [62-65] demonstrated that there exist optimal component ratios; for each 

of WC-Co particulate reinforcing Cu matrix composites; multi-component Cu-based metal 

powder; and sub-micron W-Cu / micron Cu powder mixture systems. At the binder’s optimal 

component weight ratio, high densification and homogeneous sintered microstructure are 

obtainable as a consequence of favourable viscosity of liquid-solid mixture and the sufficient re-

arrangement of binder and structural particles. However, they noted that when binder content 
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falls below its optimal component weight ratio for each of these systems, severe particulate 

aggregation occurs due to limited liquid formation and the resulting high liquid viscosity due to 

high solid fraction and reduced Marangoni effect.  

 

 

Fig. 9. Optical images of the polished sections of the laser sintered multi-component Cu-based 

metal powder with varying contents (wt%) of binder CuSn in the samples (a) 20 (b) 35 (c) 50 

and (d) 65 [63]. 

 

With the binder content increasing beyond its optimal component ratio, the laser sintered 

densities of the parts made in each of these powder systems deteriorates because of the initiation 

of the balling phenomenon and uneven thermal gradient. Experimental evidence has revealed 

that the fractional amount of liquid phase yielding optimal densification and homogeneous 

microstructure (Fig. 9) for the SLS of various powder systems are as shown in Table 4. In 

conclusion, all these studies attest to the fact that the determination of the optimal liquid phase 
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amount for SLS, for which a pore-free microstructure is obtainable, is complex and significantly 

influenced by chemical composition and component ratio which in turn is affected by the 

packing density of the blended powder bed as well as the viscosity of the laser sintered powders 

powder systems. 

Table 4 

Fractional amount of liquid phase generated in various SLS processed metal systems. 

Material Binder material Fractional 
liquid phase. 

Ref. No. 

Multi -component Cu-
based metal powder 
 

CuSn 0.5 [63] 

Sub-micron WC-Cop / 
Cu bulk metal matrix 
composites 
 

Cu 0.7 [64] 

Sub-micron W-Cu / 
micron Cu powder 
mixture 

Micron Cu powder 0.6 [65] 

Fe-Cu system Cu 0.3 [66] 
 

It is now evident that the fraction of liquid phase available in the sintering pool of SLS of metals 

determines the densification and microstructure of the laser processed parts by influencing the 

thermo-kinetic and thermocapillary properties such as viscosity, wettability and rheological 

characteristics [50]. Table 4 suggests that provided appropriate SLS processing parameters are 

used, the optimal liquid fraction existing at the binder‘s optimum component ratio is dependent 

on the energy gain of the powder and is partly controlled by the weight fraction of the binder in 

the powder mixture. 
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3.3 Oxide Disruption in Pulsed Electric Current Sintering (PECS) Processed Aluminium Alloy 

Powders 

 

 Xie et al. [67] studied the behaviour of oxide films at the interface between pure Al 

powdered particles in pulse electric-current sintering (PECS) and its effect on the properties of 

the sintered specimens. It was shown that the occurrence of direct metal/metal bonding interfaces 

increases the mechanical properties of the sintered aluminium powder whereas the metal oxide 

film layer/metal bonding interfaces produced contrary effect on its mechanical properties. This 

finding established that by increasing the loading pressure at high sintering temperatures, or 

increasing the sintering temperature under loading pressure, the breakdown of the oxide film was 

promoted. Moreover, Xie et al. [68] investigated the reduction mechanism of the surface oxide 

film and microstructure of interfaces between powder particles in Al-Mg alloy specimens 

sintered by pulse electric-current (PECS) process. They established that nano-sized crystalline 

precipitates, which may be MgAl2O4, MgO, or both, were formed by the reduction reaction by 

magnesium and were observed in all of the Al-Mg alloy specimens which they studied. They 

attributed the type of crystalline precipitates formed to the variation in the Mg content in the 

alloy powder and the sintering temperature.  

 

 Furthermore, Liu et al. [69] showed that particle shape seems to be a significant factor 

controlling the P/M sintering response of uncompacted aluminium powder. In addition, they 

suggested that the differential thermal expansion between the aluminium particle and its oxide 

film may cause the oxide skin to fracture and that the fracture characteristics differ as a 
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consequence of powder morphology. It was elucidated that the oxide shell in irregularly shaped 

particles tend to crack and heal more frequently than in smooth, spherical shaped particles 

because of the tendency of the irregular particles to scavenge more oxygen during heating than 

spherical particles. It was also posited that this eventually resulted in greater weight gain 

observed in the sintered irregular powder particles than the spherical particles due to outer layers 

made from irregular particles providing a more effective autogenous gettering zone than outer 

layers made up of spherical particles. Therefore, it can be inferred that the sintering mechanism 

of aluminium powders can differ on the basis of the sintering technique adopted, chemical 

composition, and particle surface morphology. Moreover, it is evident from the cited literature 

that oxide cleanliness is important in order to achieve inter-particulate bonding if parts having 

structural integrity will be fabricated via SLS/SLM. Therefore, a mechanism elucidating the 

reduction of the surface oxide film during SLS/SLM processing of aluminium powders need to 

be proposed as well as the associated factors that aid or inhibit its occurrence in practice.  

 

3.4 Alloying Design for the SLS Process  

 

 To fabricate components using the binary liquid phase SLS process, sintering from a low 

green density to a high final density is required. To achieve this aim, the use of additives that 

promote the formation of liquid phase and improve wettability is a simple and inexpensive 

technique that is feasible. Many researchers have expended significant efforts in attempting to 

increase densification by improving the wettability in SLS. Among numerous approaches 

adopted by various research groups are the use of in-situ deoxidiser or fluxing agent, and 
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alloying additions. This section is devoted to a review of the literature on the use of fluxing 

agents and alloying additions to enhance the densification mechanism in SLS processed 

powders. 

 

 Fluxing agents which are used in brazing and soldering can improve wetting effectively 

during sintering due to their ability to de-oxidise and reduce the surface tension of the solid-

liquid-vapour interface [70]. Agarwala et al. [50] examined the role of phosphorus in SLS of 

bronze (Cu-10wt%Sn)-nickel powder. They were able to determine an optimum processing 

window for which a density of around 70% was obtained without any significant balling or 

spheroidisation. Zhu et al. [71] found the formation of Cu2O in a copper-based powder (Cu-

40%wtSCuP) to be sensitive to the scan spacing as a consequence of a lack of Cu3P protection 

under the re-heating condition if a small scan spacing was used. Moreover, they discovered that 

atomic diffusion was the densification mechanism at fast scan speed and high scan spacing 

whereas solute-reprecipitation was noted to be the predominant mechanism for densification at 

low scan rates and small scan spacings. Although, Zhu and co-workers [71] did not elaborate on 

the role of Cu3P in improving wetting between sintered layers and enhancement of densification, 

Zhu et al. [70] investigated the influence of varying contents of brazing flux on the wettability 

and densification in the direct laser sintering of Cu-based metallic powder (Cu-40%wt.SCuP). 

Their findings revealed that small amount of flux increased the densification and sinterability. A 

large amount of flux additive had a negative effect, however, with balling taking place and a 

residual covering of flux on the surface leading to a deterioration of adhesion between the 

sintered layers [70].  
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 On the basis of the characteristics of phase diagrams of ideal sintering systems, alloying 

elements have been used to enhance the sintering behaviour of metallic systems (see Fig. 6 in 

Section 3.1). In these systems, the mechanism of enhancement is the formation of eutectic liquid 

phase and, since the solubility of the additive in the structural metallic component is low, the 

liquid remains segregated to particle boundaries. Sercombe [72] added boron to maraging steels 

with the aim of producing high hardness rapid tooling. His findings showed that the reaction of 

0.4% boron with the alloying elements in the maraging steel resulted in the formation of Mo- and 

Ti- rich borides, thereby providing a liquid phase for enhanced sintering to produce a near full 

density component. Chen et al. [73] also found that the inclusion of titanium in steel samples 

improved the bonding of the sample to the substrate and reduced the extreme hardness of the 

material. A search of the literature on the effect of alloying elements on the densification 

mechanisms of SLS processed aluminium powders has yielded no result. Hence, in order to gain 

an understanding of the role that alloying additions play in the sintering/melting of aluminium 

powders, results from conventional powder metallurgy must be considered. 

 

 It is an established fact that trace elements facilitate the sintering of aluminium and its 

alloys by the formation of liquid phase. This initiates a change from the solid state to liquid 

phase sintering with corresponding increase in sintering rates. Sercombe & Schaffer [74, 75] had 

observed that trace additions (0.1 wt%) of Sn, Pb, Bi, and Sb enhanced densification during 

sintering of aluminium alloys and dramatically improved their tensile properties. This 

observation could be attributed to the high vacancy binding energy of the trace elements used as 

well as their insolubility. Schaffer et al. [76] proposed a mechanism by which as little as 
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0.07wt% lead, tin, or indium promotes sintering in an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloy. They stated that the 

sintering enhancement was as a result of the segregation of the micro-alloying additions to the 

liquid-vapour interface thereby lowering the effective surface tension of the oxides. McPhee et 

al. [77] discovered that the segregation of iron into the inter-granular liquid pools retards the 

liquid film migration rate in aluminium alloys while alloys with low iron levels develop few 

intergranular pools and have higher sintered densities. Delgardo et al. [78] examined the effect of 

the second liquid phase coming from the addition of eutectic Al-Si on the super solidus liquid 

phase sintering (pre-alloyed powder) and liquid phase sintering (pre-mixed powders) of Al-Cu 

2XXX series. Their result showed an improvement in AA2014 (Al-4.4wt%Cu-0.7wt%.Si-

0.4wt%Mg) densification and mechanical properties but the product was noted to have been 

bedevilled with porous microstructure while Alumix 123 (Al-4.4%wt.Cu-0.6%wt.Si-

0.5%wt.Mg) densification and microstructure improved by having lower amount of porosity but 

had lower bending strength. MacAskill et al. [79] studied the effects of magnesium and tin on the 

sintering response of air atomized aluminum powder by considering nature of the raw powders 

and their concentrations. MacAskill and co-investigators [79] established that magnesium 

additions improved the sintering response of the aluminum powder and increased the propensity 

for reaction with gaseous nitrogen while tin dampened this effect. They concluded that the most 

desirable sintering response was obtained for Al–1.5Sn–1.5Mg alloy. Moreover, Gökçe et al. 

[80] reported on the sintering kinetics of aluminum powder pre-mixed with copper and 

magnesium powders at both macro- and micro-level respectively with a view to producing light 

and strong Al-based powder metallurgy alloys. They discovered that high strength Al-based 

powder metallurgy alloys were developed with good microstructure from the pre-mixed 
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elemental Al5Cu and Al5Cu0.5Mg compositions with the transverse rupture strength value after 

sintering of the base Al powder increasing five times from 84 MPa to 466 MPa.  

 

 The foregoing discussion shows that the sintering mechanism of various aluminium alloys 

differ depending on specific micro-alloying elements and, sometimes, the bulk alloy 

composition. The insight gained from the powder metallurgy (P/M) studies on the effect of trace 

elements on the densification of aluminium alloys could be useful in the SLS/SLM processing of 

aluminium alloys. This could be applied by investigating the effect of alloying elements on the 

sintering mechanisms of various aluminium alloys under the SLS/SLM processing conditions. 

This investigation is very important because the SLS/SLM processing technique differs 

significantly from the conventional sintering process. Furthermore, from the available literature, 

no in-situ-deoxidiser or fluxing agents has been developed for aluminium alloys such that it 

could promote wettability between the various layers thus improving densification. The 

requirement for such an in-situ-deoxidiser or fluxing agent should be such that it would not leave 

any residue on the layers which could impair the coherence of the layers of the components 

being formed.  
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4 Effects of Processing Parameters and Powder Properties on the SLS/SLM Processing and 

Densification of Powders  

 

 Metallic powders have a higher degree of contamination by moisture, organics, adsorbed 

gases, oxide and nitride films on particle surfaces due to their much higher surface area per unit 

volume when compared to cast or wrought components [46]. These contaminants not only inhibit 

successful wetting, which promotes interlayer bonding and densification of the melted powder, 

but also degrade the mechanical properties and part geometry of the consolidated component 

during SLM [46]. SLM of metals is considered to be far more difficult than the laser sintering of 

polymers, direct or indirect SLS of metals because of the oxidation, balling and uneven thermal 

gradients across the layers which may cause poor interlayer bonding, low density, weak strength 

and rough surface of the SLM processed part [8, 46, 57, 81]. For this reason, findings from 

several studies have described SLS/SLM as a very complicated process, and suggested that 

several parameters influence the densification mechanism and the attendant microstructural 

features of materials processed by SLS/SLM. The main process parameters that determine the 

processing as well as the quality characteristics of a component fabricated by SLS/SLM 

technique are as listed in the first column of Table 2 whereas the characteristics of powder 

material which are of special concern are listed in its second column. 

 

 In an attempt to mitigate the deleterious effect of oxidation as well as ensuring good 

wetting and successful layer- by-layer consolidation in direct laser sintering of metals, various 

approaches have been adopted by SLM investigators: sintering in an inert atmosphere like argon, 
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neon, and nitrogen which renders the oxidation process inactive or slows it down; disruption of 

the surface oxide film by alloying addition; determining the optimal processing parameters that 

allows minimal balling; re-melting of the underlying substrate in order to break down the surface 

contaminants to ensure a clean surface at the atomic level between the solid and the liquid; and 

incorporation of fluxing additives [5, 45, 46, 61, 71, 76, 81-85]. The objective of this section is to 

determine from the available literature, the possible effects of the SLS/SLM parameters and 

powder properties on the processing and densification phenomena of components produced from 

aluminium alloys. Where literature on SLS/SLM processing of aluminium alloy powders are not 

readily available to elucidate their SLS/SLM response, studies on ferrous (e.g. steel, iron) and 

non-ferrous (e.g. titanium e.t.c.) powders have been employed to achieve the aim of this section. 

As noted earlier on, these alloyed powders are being considered together in this section because 

they are very reactive and form very stable oxides. Therefore, they all require the use of high 

vacuum or high-purity inert gas atmosphere for their processing. It is expected that insights to be 

gained from how processing and material parameters promote mechanism of oxide disruption for 

achieving good microstructural and mechanical properties in these powders could be helpful in 

understanding the disruption mechanisms of aluminium oxides as well as how processing and 

materials parameters favour this during laser processing. 

 

4.1 SLS/SLM Processing Windows of Aluminium Alloy Powders 

 

 In order to gain an in-depth understanding of the consolidation behaviour of SLS/SLM 

processed aluminium alloys, it is important that the processing windows which allow for the 
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construction of continuous surfaces devoid of balling phenomenon in order to build multiple 

layers must be established. The processing windows for pure- Al, pre- alloyed Al-Mg, and 

AlSi12 powders were investigated by employing laser power and scanning speeds in the range of 

20-240W and 20-250mms-1 respectively at a constant scan spacing of 0.1mm [40, 45]. Four 

regions of behaviour identified for all powders were: no marking, partial marking, good 

consolidation, and excessive balling (Fig. 10). The processing windows (Fig. 10A to E) show 

similar trends for all powders investigated, although, there were differences in the location of 

boundaries of the different regions between powders. The region of partial marking, even though 

coherently bonded, was characterised by the occurrence of very low strength single layer 

samples which could not be held by hand without fracture occurring; whereas the region of good 

consolidation consists of coherently bonded layers having high strength which enables the 

samples to be held by hand. The area of good consolidation should be a favourable region for the 

construction of multiple layers in SLS/SLM while the region of excessive balling which is 

undesirable is characterised by the formation of large size melt pools which hinder the 

construction of subsequent layers. 
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(A)  (B)  (C)   

(D)  (E)  

1: No marking; 2: Partial Marking; 3: Good Consolidation 4: Excessive Balling 

Fig. 10. Processing window for single layer parts made in (A) air atomised pure aluminium (AL-1) (B) gas atomised pure aluminium 

(AL-2) (C) water atomised Al-5.6Mg (AL-3) (D) water atomised Al- 6Mg (AL-4) and (E) gas atomised Al-12Si AL-5 powders (AL-

5) (Note: Reciprocals of slopes f-a, f-b, and f-c, were computed and multiplied by the reciprocal of scan spacing (0.1 mm) in order to 

obtain the applied energy density). Processing conditions are laser powers (20-240W), scan rates (20-250mms-1), and scan spacing 

0.1mm [40].  
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1: No marking; 2: Partial Marking; 3: Good Consolidation 4: Excessive Balling 

Fig. 11. Relationship between the various regions of processing map and the surface morphology 

of SLS/SLM processed aluminium powder at a laser power of 150 W, scan spacing of 0.1 mm, 

and varying scanning rates [40].  

 

Fig. 11 depicts the relationship between the various regions of processing map and the surface 

morphology at a laser power of 150 W, scan spacing of 0.1 mm, and varying scanning rates for 

aluminium alloy powders when its single layer coupons were produced on the powder bed 

substrate. At scanning rates below 80mm/s, the pores appeared to be large in size and the inter-

agglomerates were fully dense as the laser increases. This corresponds to the excessive balling 

region of the processing map. Further increment in the range of scanning rates between 80mm/s 

to 150 mm/s when laser power varies between 120 W to 240 W, resulted in formation of fairly 

dense structures consisting of small closed pores (region of minimal balling). As the laser power 

varies from 50 W to 240 W at high scanning rates (150 to 240 mm/s), surface morphology 
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appeared smooth, but less dense while it was characterised with lateral pores (region of partial 

marking). These observations conform to the discoveries made by Niu & Chang [5] in their 

studies on the SLS of M2 high speed steels. An observation of the surface morphology of 

SLS/SLM processed samples revealed that the agglomerates were no longer seen in samples AL-

1, AL-2, AL-3, and AL-4 powders, but were replaced by a continuous skeleton structure. 

However, a fairly dense structure with closed pores whereas a relatively smooth and almost fully 

dense sintered surface was obtained for AL-5. This indicates that pre-alloyed elements in the 

aluminium powders influence the evolution of the nature of its surface morphology during 

SLS/SLM processing. 

 

Moreover, the existence of the observed regions in the processing windows with the associated 

surface morphologies could be attributed to the following reasons: 

  The existence of the region of “no marking” (Fig. 10) is affected by the extremely short 

duration of laser-material interaction/lowest energy density (less than 3.2 J/mm2) which 

permits no inter-particulate bonding to take place due to the adoption of scanning 

velocities above 50mm/s at laser powers less than 80W during SLS process.  

 The formation of the “partial marking” region (Fig. 10) in which the morphology of laser 

sintered surfaces is characterised by a network of agglomerates with a large amount of 

small, open, and deep pores (Fig. 11) could be explained by the generation of lower 

energy density (3.3 to 10 J/mm2) resulting from the adoption of laser powers ranging 

from above 80 to 240 W at scan rates varying between 80 to 250 mm/s. This condition 
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leads to the generation of inadequate liquid phase that consequently produce low inter-

particulate bonding evident in Fig. 11. 

 

 The attainment of the region designated “good consolidation” (Fig. 10) which is 

characterised by almost or fairly (i.e. 60 to 80%) dense structures consisting of closed 

pores (Fig. 11) could be ascribed to the adoption of higher energy densities in the range 

of 12 to less than 30 J/mm2 which leads to the formation of adequate amount of liquid 

phase that promotes full melting. This outcome is in agreement with findings from Khan 

& Dickens [86]. The energy densities resulting in the formation of “good consolidation 

region” are derivable from laser power ranging between 100 to 240 W and scan rates 

varying between 80 mm/s to 200 mm/s. It is believed that energy densities in the range of 

12 to less than 30 J/mm2 increase the powder bed temperature, while reducing the 

viscosity of molten pool of the SLM processed powders, thereby facilitating more 

efficient densification with the solid powdered particles as elucidated by Khan & Dickens 

[86].  

 

 Furthermore, the occurrence of rough and 100% dense structures (Fig. 11) associated 

with the region of “excessive balling” (Fig. 10) could be ascribed to the highest range of 

energy densities resulting from the combined effect of higher laser powers at the lower 

scan rates (80 mm/s or less). Similar to findings from Zhang et al. [87], energy densities 

from 30 J/mm2 or more generated at this instance is believed to have led to the formation 

of excess amount of liquid phase that resulted in the formation of balling (Fig. 11).  
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 From the foregoing discussion, an energy density in the range of 12 to 16 J/mm2 was found 

to be the threshold below which SLS was predominant and above which SLM of aluminium 

powders occurred. This implies that the occurrence of various regions (Fig. 10) in the SLS/SLM 

processing window as well as the attendant microstructure is dependent on the laser energy 

density (see Eq. (1)) that generates a varying amount of liquid phase for inter-particulate 

bonding/melting, rather than laser power or scanning rate in isolation.  

Ä 噺 P【uh                                                                                                    (1) 
where Ä is the specific laser energy input,  P is the laser power (W), u is the scan rate (mm/s); 

and h is the scan spacing (mm). 

Finally, the four regions identified in Olakanmi’s [40] study are similar to the regions reported 

for direct SLS/SLM processing maps studies on gold, and Mg-9Al powders by Khan and 

Dickens [86]; and Zhang et al. [87] respectively. 

 

 Further comparison of the SLS/SLM processing windows for AL1, AL-2, AL-4 and AL-5 

(Fig. 10A, B, D, and E) reveals that they are all identical as exemplified by the occurrence of the 

region of good consolidation for all the powders when scanning rates were varied between 80 

mm/s to 200 mm/s when laser power in the range of 100 to 240 W were applied. This behaviour 

could be attributed to the powders’ tapping densities (Fig. 12) which are similar to one another 

and influence their thermal conductivities. Although, oxide content (Table 5) in AL-1 (15.9wt %) 

is higher than that of AL-2 (6.5wt %), AL-4 (4.6wt%), and AL-5 (2.8wt%) while the powder 

densities (Fig. 12) for all the powders are similar. This implies that predominant differences in 
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the oxide contents of pure aluminium powders AL-1, AL-2, AL-4, and AL-5 appear to have little 

or no effect on the nature of processing maps obtained for them. The processing map for AL-3 

(Fig. 10C) reveals significant differences in its features when compared with other powdered 

samples as illustrated in the processing condition for the region of good consolidation: scan rates 

varying between 80 mm/s to 150 mm/s for AL-3 at the instance when the applied laser power 

was between 120 to 240W. A cursory look through the powder properties shows substantial 

differences in the powder densities, but similar oxide and magnesium contents (Table 5) for AL-

3 and AL-4 powders (Fig. 12). Since the differences in oxide contents of the powders have little 

or no influence on the processing maps of powders, it may be suggested that the similarity in the 

oxide and magnesium contents of AL-3 and AL-4 has little or no influence of their processing 

maps. 

 

 

Fig. 12. Apparent, Tapping, and Bed densities of the aluminium powders [40]. 
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Table 5 

Elemental Composition of the Powdered Samples by Semi-quantitative EDS Analysis (weight 
%) [40, 45]. 
Powdered Samples        Aluminium         Magnesium         Silicon                  Oxygen 

AL-1                                      84.1                       -                      -                              15.9 

AL-2                                      93.5                      -                       -                               6.5 

AL-3                                      89.3                      5.7                   -                                5.0 

AL-4                                      89.4                      6.0                   -                                4.6 

AL-5                                      85.1                       -                    12.1                             2.8 

 

 Therefore, significant differences noted in the processing maps of AL-3 when compared 

with other powders could be attributed to the variations encountered in their tapping densities. 

As such, the degree of sphericity of AL-3 particles is significantly lower than that of other 

powders (Fig. 12). In line with German’s [89] observation that irregularly shaped particles 

characterised by high surface area per unit volume have the tendency to absorb more thermal 

energy during P/M sintering. Therefore, it is evident that higher content of irregular particles in 

AL-3, than is found in other powders is responsible for the occurrence of the good consolidation 

region at lower boundary of the scan rates (80mm/s to 150 mm/s) as the nature of its particle 

morphology requires more laser energy density for its melting. Moreover, the similarities 

existing in the processing maps of AL-1, AL-2, AL-4 and AL-5 as a consequence of similarities 

in their tapping densities suggest that alloying additions of magnesium and silicon to aluminium 

powders have no predominant effect on the processing map boundaries of these powders. Rather, 
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alloying addition has a significant effect on the nature of the evolved surface morphology of 

SLS/SLM processed aluminium powders in their processing windows. 

 

Dadbakhsh et al. [33] also examined the role of Fe2O3 additives in the development of the 

SLM processing window of pure aluminium powder. They reported that in-situ material reaction 

between Al and Fe2O3 powder released extra heat and energy which promoted the formation of a 

molten pool and improved the SLM processability over a wide range of SLM parameters. The 

released energy (which is proportional to Fe2O3 content) is capable of manipulating the visual 

surface profile and roughness. Higher amounts of Fe2O3 additive were found not to have 

provided a positive effect on the part density as inclusions suppress fluidity, which presumably is 

more effective than that of extra heat to increase fluidity. However, irrespective of the negative 

influence of increasing content of Fe2O3 on density, hardness significantly increases with higher 

Fe2O3 content because of the superior microstructural features of a particle reinforced matrix.  

 

The processing windows (Fig. 13) plotted on the basis of surface roughness, density, and 

hardness confirm that different ranges of laser powers and scanning speeds are required for 

fabricating composite samples, as Fe2O3 content varies in the aluminium matrix. The study 

carried out by Dadbakhsh et al. [33] establishes the important role of Fe2O3 additive in 

expanding the processing windows and stabilising SLM processing of pure aluminium powders 

to scanning rates greater than 500 m/s in comparison to the outcome of Olakanmi [40] in which 

the highest scanning rates for good consolidation of aluminium alloy powders was 200 mm/s. 
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This is beneficial in the sense that higher production rates and reduced energy consumption for 

SLM production are achieved.  

 

(A)   

(B)  

(C)  

Fig. 13. SLM processing windows for the SLM parts fabricated from (A) Al/5wt.% Fe2O3, 

(B) Al/10wt.% Fe2O3 and (C) Al/15wt.% Fe2O3 powder mixture [33]. 
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When developing processing maps for aluminium alloy powders with a view to 

fabricating multi-layer parts, there are many factors (especially powder thermal properties) that 

play significant roles in the determination of resultant properties of fabricated parts (see Table 2). 

Some of these factors will be discussed in the remaining part of this section; however these are 

not exhaustive, and it is expected that further issues will be uncovered as development in 

SLS/SLM processing of aluminium alloy powders advances. To date, only two papers cited 

earlier in this section addressed the development of processing maps for aluminium alloys. It is 

unclear at this stage, as a result of the paucity of publications concerning SLS/SLM processing 

maps of aluminium alloy powders if the processing issues will be applicable to other aluminium 

powders which have not been investigated. However, this is unlikely to occur going by the 

findings from Olakanmi [40] and Dadbakhsh et al. [33] where variation in the processing maps 

of investigated powders had been reported.  

 

4.2: Effects of SLS/SLM and Powder Properties Parameters on the Densification Mechanism  

 

4.2.1: Effects of Laser Power, Scanning Speed, Scan Spacing, Layer Thickness, and Energy 

Density on Densification  

 

Ghosh et al. [43] investigated an in-situ multi-component reinforced aluminum based metal 

matrix composite, consisting of different mixtures of Al, TiO2 and B4C powders, fabricated by 

the combination of self-propagating high-temperature synthesis and SLS processes as layer 

thickness, laser power, scanning speed, hatching distance or scan spacing and powder 
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composition were varied in an attempt to optimise for higher density, lower porosity via Taguchi 

design of experiments (DOE). Their results, reproduced in Fig. 14, established that the density of 

the specimen mainly depends upon the scan spacing, composition and layer thickness; whereas; 

scan spacing, layer thickness and laser power are the significant parameters which influence the 

porosity. Nevertheless, this outcome is contrary to Read et al. [41] who reported that laser power, 

scan speed, and the interaction between the scan speed and scan spacing have major influence on 

the porosity development in the SLM processed AlSi10Mg alloy builds. The variation in how the 

processing parameters influence the densification behaviour of the materials may possibly be 

attributed to different mechanisms of SLS/SLM arising from the chemical composition of the 

primary alloys and the additives. Fig. 15 shows the effect of SLS laser processing parameters on 

the sintered density of multiple layer parts made in AlSi12 powder as investigated by Olakanmi 

and co-investigators [28]. At constant laser power (P=240 W), an increase in scan line spacing 

decreased the part’s density (Fig. 15A). When scan line spacing was held constant (h=0.3mm), 

the sintered density reduced with increasing scan velocity or decreasing laser power (Fig. 15B). 

Using increasing layer thickness resulted in a lower attainable density (Fig. 15C). It was inferred 

that intensifying the laser energy input (increasing laser power, decreasing scan velocity, a 

thinner layer thickness, and overlapping of scan lines) leads to higher densification with a scan 

velocity of 120mm/s found to be a critical speed, above which a sound part was not obtained. 

Analysis of the findings by Ghosh et al. [43] and Read et al. [41] shows that the use of Taguchi 

design of experiments (DOE) allows a systematic planning of experiments which provides a 

more detailed understanding of the factors which control the SLS/SLM process in addition to 
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highlighting the relevant contribution of each factor to the successful consolidation of SLS/SLM 

processed specimens in comparison to one-by-one variable test adopted by Olakanmi et al. [28]. 

 

(A)  

(B)  

Fig. 14. Effect of SLS processing conditions on the density of an in-situ multi-component 

reinforced aluminum based metal matrix composite: (A) Main plots for density and (B) Main 

plots for porosity [43]. 
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(A)  

(B)  

(C)  

Fig. 15. (A) Variation of the density of SLS processed AlSi12 powder with scan spacing at fixed 

laser power (240 W); (B) Variation of the density of SLS processed AlSi12 powder with 

scanning rates at different laser powers. and layer thickness (0.25 mm); and (C) Variation of the 

density of SLS processed AlSi12 powder with layer thickness at fixed laser power (240 W), 

scanning rate (120 mm/s); scan spacing (0.1 mm) [28]. 
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Furthermore, of much importance is the need to identify, categorise and prioritise the influencing 

SLS/SLM parameters and their interdependencies in order to ensure high process stability and 

reproducibility while reducing resource consumption and minimising uneconomic application of 

these processes as pointed out by Krol et al. [90]  who developed procedure models (Fig. 16A) 

for an efficient and target figure dependent analysis of a high amount of different process 

parameter constellations via simulation models (Fig. 16B).  

 

 Meanwhile, the assertion by Olakanmi et al. [28] that densification is improved as the laser 

power increases and as the scan speed, layer thickness and scan spacing decrease is also found to 

be true for other materials such as Ni-Sn and Cu-Solder (Pb-Sn) [50], and Ni-alloy-Cu and Fe-Cu 

[91]. The implications of these findings with regard to how variation in processing parameters 

influences the occurrence of densification mechanism either through full melting (SLM), partial 

melting or  binary liquid phase sintering (SLS) of metals (see Table 6) will now be considered. 

Similar to the P/M sintering process, it is an established fact that high temperature in SLS/SLM 

leads to a low contact angle and viscosity and high Marangoni flow thus improving densification 

[59]. Marangoni flow (Fig. 17) can be described as the initiation of thermocapillary forces for 

fluid flow as a consequence of the temperature gradient in the melt pool which gives rise to a 

corresponding differential surface tension between the edge and center of the melt pool [5, 56, 

92-94]. Several researchers [5, 28, 41, 43, 56, 71, 85, 92-94] have related this fact to the volume 

fraction of the liquid phase formed during SLS/SLM processing as shown in the next paragraph.  
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(A)  

(B)  

Fig. 16: (A) Procedure for a target dependent database. (B) Correlation and prioritisation matrix 

[90 ]  
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Table 6 

Summary of application of SLS/SLM to metal systems. 

Material Key findings Comments 
AlSi12 Partial melting (SLS) Partial melting indicates the choice 

of energy density is not sufficient to 
cause full densification. 

High speed steels Partial melting (SLS) 
incorporated with post-
infiltration to achieve full 
densification. 

 

Partial melting indicates the 
choice of energy density is not 
sufficient to cause full densification. 

AlSi10Mg Full melting (SLM) resulted in 
densification. 

Applicable to single 
component, single material (e.g. 
AlSi10Mg) in which adequate 
energy density is supplied to the 
powder bed. 

 
Ni-Sn Binary liquid phase SLS 

employing high and low 
melting point materials to 
attain densification. Low 
melting point materials melt 
and bind the particles of the 
high melting point materials 
together. 

Applicable to two-component 
material system having different 
melting points. 

 

Cu-Solder 
Ni-alloy-Copper 
Fe-Cu 
Bronze-nickel 
Al -TiO2-B4C  
 

Fractograph suggests that 
bronze melts and wets the nickel 
particles which do not exhibit any 
melt. 

 

 

Fig. 17. A schematic illustration of Marangoni flow as applied to the direct SLS of W-Cu 2-

phase direct SLS [93]. 
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 It was noted that at processing parameters combining low scan speed and relatively low 

laser power, the resultant input energy is insufficient to generate adequate liquid phase that binds 

the particles together. Therefore, the outcome is partial melting (SLS) resulting in poor 

densification. As the laser power increases at low scan rates, the increasing incident laser energy 

increases the temperature of the powder bed thereby causing a significant amount of powder’s 

inter-particulate melting as a consequence of the occurrence of adequate liquid phase. This 

condition culminates in higher densification due to the instability of the liquid cylinder which 

occurs as the surface free energy is minimised. Therefore, it can be inferred that appropriate 

increments in the laser energy input leads to high working temperature which eventually reduces 

both melt viscosity and surface tensions. Furthermore, at high temperature, the material transport 

during the laser sintering process is enhanced as a consequence of the formation of connective 

streams within the molten pool during SLS. This results in the reduction of the amount and sizes 

of inter-agglomerate pores, thereby obtaining fully dense parts.  

 

 Moreover, the wetting characteristics and the attendant forces for rearranging solid 

particles in the liquid phase increase as the amount of liquid phase increases provided the energy 

density increases appropriately. The implication of this finding as pointed out by Olakanmi et al. 

[28] is that there exists an optimal laser energy density combining relative high laser power with 

low scan speed, at which the solid-liquid wettability is most successful, such that the structural 

particles in the liquid are most suitably re-arranged with a view to achieving higher sintered 

density (Fig. 18). Further increment in laser energy density leads to reduced sintered density. In 

this condition, the higher laser power generates increased quantity of liquid phase, but the 
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reduced scan speed causes substantial increament in its lifetime, thereby promoting 

spheroidisation and breakdown in the melt pool. The reduced sintered density in this case is 

attributed to significant aggregation of the structural particles.  

 

 

Fig 18. Variation of the density of SLS processed AlSi12 powder with the applied energy 

density. Processing conditions: laser power (100–200 W), scan rate (80–200mms−1), scan 

spacing 0.1–0.3mm, and layer thickness 0.25–1.00mm [28]. 

 
 Successful SLM processing of metals demands that an appropriate layer thickness is 

established for the other processing parameters which are employed. For instance, if the powder 

layer thickness is very high, complete melt down of particles will be impossible to achieve due to 

insufficient laser energy penetration into the powder bed. Consequently, large and interconnected 

pores are formed in the sintered structure which reduces the density of the SLM fabricated 

sample. During laser processing of AlSi12, Olakanmi and co-investigators [28] discovered that 
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there exists a critical value for layer thickness at which most of the gas bubbles in the powder 

bed are able to move up to the layer’s surface, and collapse when the molten liquid solidifies 

rapidly to form finer grains and produces a pore-free sintered part. This pore-free sintered sample 

obtained at the critical value of layer thickness was noted to possess excellent microstructural 

properties because the re-melting of the previously sintered layer was possible, thereby enabling 

the formation of coherently bonded layers with lesser degree of spheroidisation (see Fig. 19). 

 

(A).  (B)  (C)  

Fig. 19. Effect of variation in layer thickness on the microstructure of laser sintered AlSi12 

powder at laser power of 200 W, scan rates of 120 mm/s; and scan spacing of 0.1mm: (A) 

1.0mm, (B) 0.5mm and (C) 0.25mm [28]. 

 
 It has also been proved that where re-melting of the substrate occurs, spheroidisation does 

not take place if there is wetting of the as-solidified material by the melt pool [46, 95, 96]. 

According to Agarwala et al. [50], the minimum possible layer thickness at which a pore-free 

structure is obtainable is determined by the maximum particle size of the powder deposited on 

the bed as well as the precision of the powder delivery mechanism employed in the sintering 

machine. Olakanmi and co-investigators [28] established that lowering the layer thickness below 

the minimal permissible layer thickness for a powder system would create complications in 
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spreading homogeneous layers of fresh powders with the previously laid layers being displaced 

and the surface roughness of the sintered samples exacerbated. This consequently hinders inter-

particulate bonding or melting.  

 

 Furthermore, it must be emphasised that the most significant parameter SLS/SLM 

parameter influencing the densification of parts is the laser energy density which is defined by 

the relationship shown in Eq. (2). This shows that the energy density for the SLS/SLM process 

increases with increasing laser power, and decreasing scanning rates, scan spacing and layer 

thickness. 

Ä 噺 P【uhd                                                                                     岫に岻 

where Ä = Specific laser energy input (J/mm3); P = Power (W); u = Scanning rates (mm/s); h = 

scan spacing (mm); d = layer thickness (mm). 

Simchi & Pohl [94] and Sanz-Guerrero & Ramos-Grez [97] established that the resultant 

fractional sintered density of SLS/SLM processed parts is in direct relationship with the specific 

laser energy input incident on a powder bed. They pointed out that the fractional density, と, of 

these powders is an exponential function of the specific laser energy input (ね) as shown in Eq. 

(3). 

)exp(21 ψρ KCC  −−=                                                    3 

where C1, C2 and K (densification co-efficient) are material constants of the specific powders 

under investigation.  
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Fig. 20. Fractional density vs. the specific energy input (ね) for sintered iron using different 

processing parameters [94]. 

 

 

Fig. 21. SEM image of SLS/SLM processed iron powder at the excessive delivery of specific 

laser energy input of 0.8 kJ/mm3 showing the occurrence of layer delamination as a result of 

increased life time of the generated liquid phase [94].  

 

 Fig. 20 illustrates that the fractional density increases with the specific laser energy input, 

for an iron powder, up to a maximum of 0.74 at the saturation specific laser energy input and at 

ね = 0, the density approaches the tap density of the powder material [94]. Moreover, when the 
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experiment data were fitted according to Eq. (3), C1=0.719, C2=0.214, and K=14.82 at a ね<0.8 

kJ mm−3. Beyond the saturation specific laser energy input of 0.8 kJ mm−3, the maximum 

fractional density remained constant irrespective of the amount of specific laser energy incident 

on the powder bed. Observations from Fig. 20 and 21 imply that excessive delivery of the energy 

density at very high laser power and low scan rates (i.e. above the saturation specific laser energy 

input) will result in complications such as balling and layer delamination due to increased life 

time of the generated liquid phase as noted earlier on in this section.  

 

 In summary, at low scan speed, small scan spacing, and relatively high laser power, the 

amount of liquid phase generated is higher and sintering time is longer, thereby promoting higher 

densification. Meanwhile, at a low volume fraction of liquid and short sintering time obtainable 

by using a high scan speed and scan spacing and low values of laser power, the liquid phase is 

not enough or has not sufficient time to enhance wettability. There appears to be a maximum 

sintered density which may be achieved in SLS/SLM at a critical value of the specific laser 

energy input. Above this critical value, it is unable to increase densification further because the 

increased lifetime of the liquid phase promotes the balling phenomenon which inhibits 

densification. The only exception is when substrate wetting occurs. The effect of the scanning 

strategy on the processing and quality characteristics of SLS/SLM processed parts will be 

considered in the next section. 
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4.2.2: Effects of Laser Scanning Strategy on the Densification Mechanism 

 Porosity, residual stresses, and cracking as a consequence of hot shortness, and poor 

surface finish are among the problems associated with the SLS/SLM process as a result of the 

generation of uneven thermal gradients in the parts [42, 56, 98-102]. To control the thermal 

gradient during powder heating and cooling and thereby fabricated unwarped and uncracked 

layers, various studies [42, 56, 98-102] have investigated the relationship between scanning 

strategies and the properties of SLS/SLM processed parts. For instance, Dewidar et al. [56] 

identified standard, diagonal and perimeter scanning strategies (Fig. 22) for producing single 

layers whereas Su et al. [98] tested the influence of four types of scanning patterns (Fig. 23) and 

various scan spacings on the building of overlapped beads of laser sintered specimens. Although 

Dewidar et al. [56] discovered that perimeter scan approach was less successful while the 

standard and the diagonal scan strategies gave very similar results for parts fabricated by direct 

SLS, Su and co-investigators concluded that the adoption of different scanning patterns 

culminated in different processing times which affected the nature of the microstructure obtained 

for the laser sintered parts. Hauser et al. [99] reported on the scanning routines for successful 

small scale direct SLS processing of parts at room temperature. It was established that the single 

layer shape affects warping but the heights of test samples do not.  

 

In order to avoid non-uniform distribution of energy input in SLM processed parts, Su & 

Yang [101] identified three types of overlapping regime namely: intra-layer overlapping regime, 

inter-layer overlapping regime and mixed overlapping regime with coexistence of the first two 

types (Fig. 24). 
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(A)  (B)  (C)  

Fig. 22. SLS/SLM scanning strategies (A) Standard (B) Diagonal and (C) Perimeter [56]. 

 

 

Fig. 23. Four different scanning strategies adopted in the direct laser sintering of tool steels using 

a Nd: YAG laser machine. The numbers indicate the scanning sequence while the arrows 

represent the scanning directions [98]. 

 

(A)  (B)  (C)  

Fig. 24. Three types of overlapping regime under inter-layer stagger scanning strategy. (A) Intra-

layer overlapping regime. (B) Inter-layer overlapping regime. (C) Mixed overlapping regime 

[101]. 
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Their study establishes that inter-layer overlapping regime could be obtained when the track 

space was smaller than 0.2 mm, which produced a resultant with high relative density at the 

specified process parameters. Meanwhile, Su & Yang [101] noted that their study was about 

track space without consideration of other process parameters, such as laser power, hence, 

further study including other factors is expected to reveal more understanding of the track 

overlapping regime during SLM process. Moreover, Kruth et al. [103] discussed how the 

temperature gradient induced internal stresses are dependent on the part geometry and the scan 

strategy being adopted. They observed that if the area to be scanned is small, a short scan length 

normally occurs thereby leaving little time for the surface to cool before the next track is 

scanned, thus resulting in high temperature. For larger areas, the laser beam travels a longer 

distance so that successively scanned tracks have more time to cool down resulting in a lower 

temperature over the scanned area. The consequent lower temperature of the scanned area results 

in poor wetting conditions causing reduction in the material density because of larger heat sink 

between the loose powder and the solidified material.  

 

Furthermore, Aboulkhair et al. [102] clarified how the design of the scanning strategy 

minimises porosity and amends defects in AlSi10Mg parts processed via SLM by considering 

the following scanning patterns: X (a unidirectional scan with a single scan per layer), 2X 

(similar to “X” but each layer is scanned twice), alternating (scanning each layer in a direction 

rotated by 90ゼto its precursor), X&Y 2HS (each layer was scanned twice having each scan 

perpendicular to the one before and with different hatch spacings for each scan), pre-sinter (first 

scan the layer with half the power followed by a second scan with full power), and overlap (each 
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layer was scanned twice with the second scan melting the overlap between each two adjacent 

melt pools).  

 

(A)  

(B)  

Fig. 25. (A) Porosity evolution in AlSi10Mg samples processed using different combinations of 

scan speeds and scan strategies, (B) Influence of scanning strategy on relative density [102]. 
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They revealed that at a scanning speed of 500 mm/s, scanning each layer twice was effective in 

reducing the keyhole pores but pores still existed when scanning the layer once in alternating 

scan while the overlap scan reduced but could not eliminate the keyhole pores (Fig. 25A). In 

regards to the double scan per layer ( 2X, X&Y 2HS, pre-sinter, or overlap) the keyhole pores 

were significantly reduced even if not eliminated at all scanning speeds. Meanwhile, at slower 

scanning speeds, the dissipation of excessive energy resulted in extensive formation of 

metallurgical pores in SLM processed AlSi10Mg parts even though the keyhole pores were 

eliminated. In addition, employing double scans at scanning speeds of 500 and 1000 mm/s 

ensured that the the metallurgical pores were not significant as a result of lower energy density 

(Fig. 25A). Fig. 25B depicting the relative density of various SLM processed samples agrees 

with Fig. 25A thereby confirming that a relative density of 99.8% can be achieved using a double 

unidirectional scan with different laser powers for the two scans (pre-sinter) at the same speed. 

Hence, the work of Aboulkhair et al. [102] shows that achieving a near fully consolidated part 

using SLM requires the employment of compromise between the different parameters and scan 

strategies.  

 

 Similar to the outcomes from the study carried out by Li et al. [42] on the SLM processing 

of Al 85Ni5Y6Co2Fe2 bulk metallic glass composites, the authors also observed that double or 

multiple scanning of the build area on the powder bed was useful during SLS/SLM processing of 

aluminium alloy powders. This approach was adopted in instances when the dissipated laser 

energy density was not adequate to consolidate the aluminium parts, thereby necessitating an 

alteration in scan count. However, if the applied laser energy density is more than necessary, this 
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results in heat transfer to the powder bed, thereby melting neighbouring particles in addition to 

those being targeted. This usually results in accumulation of stress and distortion of parts. This 

challenge may be overcome by reducing the laser power when scanning each layer twice before 

re-coating with a new layer of powders [42]. This procedure ensures more energy diffuses into 

the particles consequent upon increased laser-material interaction attained at lower scanning 

speed rather than high laser power. This approach effectively minimises dimensional 

inaccuracies in the SLS/SLM parts.  

 

4.2.3: Effects of SLS/SLM Atmospheres on the Densification Mechanism 

 During the SLS/SLM of metal powders, the presence of oxygen in the operating 

atmosphere and as a form of passive layer of oxide on the powder surfaces does exacerbate the 

balling phenomenon due to the initiation of Marangoni convection. The major concerns arising 

from this are the significantly high absorption of laser energy on the sintering/melt pool and the 

liquid-metal surface tension which increases the wetting angle between the solid and liquid 

phases that can inhibit inter-particulate bonding/melting between rastered lines and individual 

layers [38, 105]. Therefore, the use of controlled atmosphere during SLS/SLM processing of 

aluminium alloys is very important because it prevents undesirable reactions, sweeps deleterious 

reaction products from the sintering chamber, initiates desirable reactions as demonstrated in the 

use of nitrogen atmosphere to form AlN (aluminium nitride) which improves the dimensional 

stability of sintered aluminium parts, and reduces oxide present on the metal surfaces as 

exemplified in iron through dissociated ammonia [106].  
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 From the available literature, very limited experimental evidence could be gathered on the 

effect of sintering atmosphere on the density of materials fabricated via SLS/SLM. Wu et al. 

[107] assessed the effect of the oxygen content on the microstructure of the burn-resistant alloys, 

Ti-25V-15Cr-2Al-0.2C (wt%), processed in air; using the argon carrier as protection, and in a 

glove box with an argon atmosphere with O2 <5ppm. They discovered that the microstructures 

obtained differed for each atmosphere with the alloy laser processed in air characterised by large 

titanium carbide dendrites while the carbides obtained in the argon processed atmosphere had 

finer and more uniformly distributed carbides. While Wu and co-investigators discovered that 

the atmosphere influences the microstructure obtained, they were not able to propose a 

mechanism responsible for this effect. Moreover, Das et al. [108] evaluated the effect of a wider 

range of atmospheres (rough vacuum of the order of 30mtorr, rough vacuum purged with argon, 

high vacuum < 5 x 10-5 torr, and high vacuum followed by argon-2% hydrogen backfill) on the 

fabrication of superalloy cermet abrasive turbine blade tips via the direct SLS process. Their 

results revealed that both rough vacuum and the purged argon contained sufficient oxygen to 

oxidize the molten superalloy matrix thereby causing balling, separation, and tearing due to 

surface tension effects. They concluded that a high vacuum atmosphere resulted in relatively 

uniform surface features, with no cracking, tearing, or separation when the investigation was 

conducted within an acceptable window of processing parameters. Meanwhile, only a study has 

detailed the effect of atmosphere on the densification of SLS/SLM of aluminium alloys as seen 

in Wang et al. [38] who investigated the role of argon, nitrogen and helium sintering 

atmospheres on the laser melting of Al12Si alloy powder. Their findings showed that laser 

melting under these atmospheres had no significant effect on densification as seen in Figure 26.  
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Fig. 26. Relative density of the SLM-produced Al–12Si samples in various atmospheres as a 

function of incident laser energy [38]. 

 

However, the outcome from Wang et al. Wang et al. [38] contradicts the findings from the 

studies carried out by Asgharzadeh & Simchi [6] and Simchi & Pohl [94] who reported that laser 

sintering of metal powders under argon atmospheres yielded better densification in comparison 

to nitrogen atmospheres especially at higher scan rates. The reported contradiction about the 

effects of processing atmospheres on the densification of SLM/SLS processed metal powders 

might have been possibly engineered by different mechanisms of chemical reactions occurring 

during laser processing of different materials. The exact nature of the chemical reactions and the 

associated mechanisms for various metallic powders need to be explored further in future 

studies. Al l the literature reviewed in this section so far are in concurrence with the observation 

made by Hauser et al [105] that the amount of oxygen present during heating, melting and fusing 
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of metal powder strongly inhibits the effectiveness of laser power and scanning rates for 

successful SLS processing.  

 

 Since there is paucity of literature detailing the exact nature of chemical reactions and its 

associated mechanisms during SLS/SLM of aluminium alloys in processing atmospheres, it 

would seem, on the other hand, instructive to examine the effect of atmosphere on the sintering 

response of aluminium and its alloys in the powder metallurgy route. Schaffer et al. [106] carried 

out an extensive literature survey on the effect of atmosphere on the sintering of aluminium and 

its alloys. They identified nitrogen, vacuum, argon and hydrogen gases as atmospheres that had 

been utilised for the conventional sintering of aluminium and its alloys. The outcome of their 

review suggested the effects were quite complex. For instance, Martin & Castro [109] found that 

nitrogen was more effective than vacuum for an Al-1Mg-0.5Si-0.2Cu (wt%) alloy while an 

improved sintering response was obtained for Al-4.5Cu-0.5Mg-0.2Si (wt%) alloy under vacuum. 

They pointed out that the differences noted in the sintering responses of the alloys under the two 

atmospheres under consideration were a result of varying cooling rates after sintering. It is worth 

noting that Martin & Castro [109] had not investigated the effect of the varying chemical 

composition of the alloys independently of the sintering atmospheres. Schaffer & Hall [110] 

discovered that sintering of aluminium alloys under nitrogen resulted in the beneficial formation 

of aluminium nitride. 
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 Other researchers have also presented evidence that sintering of aluminium alloys under 

nitrogen yielded aluminium nitride, which possibly promoted the disruption of the surface oxide 

film and facilitated diffusional processes as a consequence of the greater degree of stability of 

Al 4N3 than Al2O3 [106]. The available literature presents, however, contradictory findings 

regarding the role of hydrogen in the sintering of aluminium and its alloys. While some 

investigators have claimed that hydrogen has little influence on the sintering of aluminium and 

alloys, others have shown that it has a deleterious effect on its sinterability with the explanation 

that water vapour associated with hydrogen acts as a stabiliser of hydrated alumina thus 

inhibiting shrinkage [106]. While no convincing inference could be drawn from the available 

literature on the effect of atmosphere on the sintering response of aluminium and its alloys, 

Schaffer and co-workers noted that anecdotal evidence from the industry indicates that nitrogen 

is always the preferred atmosphere for the sintering of aluminium and its alloys because of its 

low cost. Schaffer and co-investigators [106] examined the sintering of aluminium alloys of 

varying compositions in vacuum, argon, wet and dry nitrogen, nitrogen-5%hydrogen and argon-

5%hydrogen mixtures and proffered explanations as to why moisture is deleterious and the 

formation of aluminium nitride is essential. Fig. 27 presents the results of this investigation. The 

solid line represents no change in density between the green and sintered state. Hence, points 

above and below the line confirm the occurrence of net shrinkage and net expansion of the 

sintered parts respectively. It can be seen that shrinkage only occurs for all green densities under 

nitrogen atmosphere, whereas volumetric expansion of sintered parts occurred when 5% H2 was 

added to either a nitrogen or argon atmosphere. 
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Fig. 27. The effect of the sintering gas on sintered density for Al–3.8Cu–1Mg–0.7Si (wt%) 

samples were sintered for 1 h and air cooled [106]. 

 

 Therefore, Schaffer et al. [106] showed that dry nitrogen is the most efficacious atmosphere 

for the sintering of aluminium alloys while hydrogen (moisture) is extremely prejudicial to 

sintered density. It was explained that aluminium nitride formation was beneficial in the 

reduction of the pressure in the pore spaces thereby inducing pore filling at particle sizes that are 

smaller than those required for the sintering in inert atmospheres. Since the processing conditions 

of conventional powder metallurgy sintering differ from that of the direct selective laser 

sintering, it will be good to explore whether changing from argon to nitrogen atmosphere 

enhances the sinterability of aluminium alloys other than AlSi12 powder in SLS/SLM. 
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4.3: Effects of Powder Properties on the SLS Densification Mechanism 

In SLM, the effect of powder particle size and distribution is considered to be of no 

importance because all particles undergo melting. Similar to the observation of German [111, 

112] for the P/M sintering process; chemical composition, particle shape, surface morphology, 

and the particle size distribution are among the factors that have tremendous influence on the 

SLS response of metallic powders. From the available literature, mean particle sizes of the bulk 

metallic powders that have been used in various SLS experiments vary from 0.6 µm up to 400 

µm and are more often produced by gas atomisation methods. This manufacturing technique 

yields spherical shaped particles with smooth surfaces and, when inert gases are employed, the 

powder often has low levels of residual oxygen and surface oxidation [113]. These 

characteristics provide for ideal flow properties and reduced surface contamination which are the 

main causes for concern during the selection of powder for SLS. Previous investigations on laser 

sintered powder have dwelt mainly on the influence of processing parameters on the functional 

properties of sintered material. Very few research groups have addressed the issue of the role of 

powder particle size and shape on the sintering behaviour. Consequently, to gain an insight into 

this, it is necessary once again to consult the P/M literature, this time to explain the effect of 

particle shape, size and distribution on the sintering response of various powders via the 

conventional powder metallurgy route. 
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4.3.1. Effects of Particle Size and Distribution on the SLS Densification Mechanism 

 In a system having substantial solid solubility of the additive in the base metal and/or 

exhibiting preferential diffusive flow from the additive to the base metal during P/M sintering, 

Lumley & Schaffer [114] found that the use of fine additive powders resulted in a greatly 

reduced quantity of liquid phase formed whereas coarse powders increased the amount of liquid 

phase that formed and prolonged its existence. They concluded that where there is no mutual 

solid solubility, particle size is unimportant in liquid development for improving the 

densification mechanisms of parts. Although, Lumley & Schaffer [114] did not consider the 

effect of particles sizes and size distribution on the thermal conductivity of a packed powder 

since this is unlikely to be a significant factor in P/M sintering; however; this is an important 

consideration in SLS because it influences the amount of liquid formation in the laser sintered 

part. Lumley & Schaffer [115] also explored the nature of the influence of the additive particle 

sizes on the properties of sintered aluminium-copper alloys by demonstrating that bulk density 

and pore sizes might not be accurate indicators of the strength of sintered parts. They established 

that particles of intermediate size sintered at slow heating rates and fine particles sintered at fast 

heating rates with the resultant formation of an extensive, well distributed liquid phase, from 

which a well sintered matrix develops. 

 

 In order to improve the packing density of the powder bed during SLS, it is necessary to 

blend together powders of different particle size distributions. It is clear, however, that the 

introduction of fine particles to a powder can be influential in increasing its sintering response. 

Furthermore, while the introduction of smaller particles into the interstices of larger particles 
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which also increases packing density could lead to enhancement of the sintering process, it must 

be noted that the addition of smaller particles could result in the formation of defects in the SLS 

processed samples. This could be ascribed to the sintering stress encountered by the small 

particles which is much higher than that experienced by the larger particles. This means the 

larger particles are able to constrain the shrinkage of the smaller particles, thus resulting in 

circumferential cracking defects around large particles [112, 116].  

 

 Powder particle size and size distribution play a key role in the SLS densification 

mechanism given that chemical composition has a significant effect on the propensity of the 

resulting alloy to densify, and an appropriate component ratio of the powder blend is needed for 

a range of particle sizes, shapes, and surface morphology as demonstrated by Olakanmi et al. 

[29] in the laser sintering of blended Al-Si powders. Theoretically, there ought to exist a 

relationship between the sintered properties and the particle size distribution of a candidate 

powder for the SLS process. A comparison of the SLS process with the conventional P/M 

sintering process, suggests the following features of such a relationship: (1) smaller sized powder 

particles tend to sinter more quickly since the sintering stress is inversely related to particle 

diameter; (2) powder particle densification should take place through neck formation at points of 

contact between particles. The consequence of this is that with a higher packing density of 

similarly sized particles in a powder, the tendency should be for a faster sintering rate to be 

obtained [29].  
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Simchi [117] investigated the effect of powder particle size on the densification of SLS 

processed metal powder. It was discovered that the maximum attainable sintered density 

(saturation density), which was obtained at the optimal specific laser energy input, was for a 

mean particle size of 29.2 たm (Fig. 28A and B). It was then pointed out that fine powder with a 

narrow particle size distribution tended to agglomerate, whereas coarse powders with broad 

particle size distribution tended to segregate: reduced sintered density obtained in both cases. 

Furthermore, a material-dependent factor, K, (Fig. 29A and B) was defined using Eq. (3) and 

employed by Simchi in an attempt to explore the influence of particle sizes and oxygen content 

of the powders upon densification. It was established that this material-dependent factor K 

increases as the densification kinetics of the powders become poorer thereby confirming that the 

particle size of 29.2 たm is the most desirable for the chosen SLS process condition.  

(A) (B)  

Fig. 28. The variation of (A) fractional density with specific energy input (ね) for iron powders of 

varying particle sizes; (B) saturation density with the mean particle sizes of iron powders [117]. 
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(A) (B)   

Fig. 29. The variation of (A) the densification (D) with the specific energy input (ね) for iron 

powders of different particle sizes; (B) the densification co-efficient (K) with the mean particle 

size of iron powders at different oxygen concentrations [117]. 

 

4.3.2 Effect of Particle Shape on the Densification Mechanism 

 Liu et al. [69] discovered that particle size and size distribution, the tap density, the oxide 

film thickness, the surface chemistry, and impurity concentration had little effect on the P/M 

sintering behaviour of aluminium powders whereas particle shape was noted to have contributed 

significantly to differences in densification mechanism. They suggested that the differential 

thermal expansion between the aluminium particle and its oxide film might have caused the 

oxide to fracture and that the fracture characteristics are different for spherical and irregular 

particle shapes. Niu & Chang [83] explored the differences in the sintering response of both 

angular, water atomised and spherical, gas atomised powders. Their findings showed that SLS of 

gas atomised powder yielded a homogeneous, dense single layer. Agglomerates and inter-

agglomerate pores were obtained for water atomised powders which were believed to be caused 
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by a combination of irregular shape and high oxygen content in the powder particles. 

Furthermore, Olakanmi [40] explored the role of powder properties (alloying element, oxidic 

constitution, and particle shape) in the densification kinetics of pure and pre-alloyed aluminium 

powders selectively laser melted (SLM) at an energy density of 75 J/mm3. The densification 

kinetics of the powders was found to be primarily controlled by their oxide constitution (which is 

dependent on the alloying element) and partially dependent on the powder bed density and 

particle shape. However, Olakanmi et al. [29] established that powder properties such as 

apparent and tapping densities which determine the nature of heat transfer influencing the 

densification process on a powder bed could be controlled in blended bimodal and trimodal 

aluminium powders having different particle size and distribution, and particle shape in varying 

proportions. The outcome of the study revealed that blending of powders having appropriate 

particle size distribution, correct component ratios, and spherically shaped particles rather than 

irregular particles led to improvement in the thermal conductivity of the powder bed which 

consequently increased the sintered density of SLS processed parts (Fig. 30). It may be inferred 

that the exact influence of powder’s particle shape on the densification mechanism of SLS 

processed parts is still ambiguous. Meanwhile, further studies clarifying the amount as well as 

the nature of contribution of the particle shape to the densification behaviour of SLS processed 

parts need to be carried out. 
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Fig. 30. Comparison of the apparent, tapping, and sintered densities (laser power of 200W, scan 

speed of 65 mm/s, layer thickness of 0.25 mm, and a scan spacing of 0.1 mm) of bimodal with 

trimodal powders [29]. 

 

4.3.3 Effect of Alloying Elements and Oxide Constitution on the Densification Mechanism 

Zhang et al. [118] investigated the nature of influence of nickel addition on the 

densification behaviour of SLM processed tungsten powder blended with 10 wt.%, 20wt.% and 

40 wt. % nickel. The outcome of the study revealed that nickel addition enhanced the 

densification of SLM processed tungsten-nickel (W-Ni) parts and consequently reduced its 

viscosity via a combination of liquid phase sintering (LPS) and partial melting of W particles. 

Simchi [119] also explored the densification kinetics of SLS processed Fe, Fe–C, Fe–Cu, Fe–C–

Cu–P, 316L stainless steel, and M2 high-speed powders. When the empirical sintering rate data 

was related to the energy input of the laser beam according to the first order kinetics equation in 
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order to establish a simple sintering model, it was established that the “densification coefficient 

K”; a material dependent parameter varied with the chemical composition, and oxygen content of 

the powder material (Fig. 31).  

 

 

Fig. 31. The variation of the densification (D) with the specific energy input (ね) for iron-based 

powders of varying chemical composition under the same processing conditions [119]. 

 

Dadbakhsh & Hao [31] investigated the effects of various Al alloys (including pure Al, 

AlMg1SiCu, and AlSi10Mg), mixed with 15 wt% Fe2O3, on the selective laser melting (SLM) 

facilitated in-situ reaction and formation of Al metal matrix composite (MMC) components. 

Their findings showed that alloy composition directly influenced the SLM consolidation 

performance: with AlSi10Mg showing the best performance while AlMg1SiCu was more 

comparable to pure Al due to its lower content of alloying elements (Fig. 32). Moreover, inter-

solid regions in AlMg1SiCu derived SLM part appeared comparable to that in  pure Al derived 
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part, while AlSi10Mg improved the density and mitigated inter-solid porosity as a result of lower 

thermal conductivity and better SLM consolidation and oxide layers breakdown. 

 

 

Fig. 32. Density and relative density of the SLM parts. The density was measured by 

dimensional method while relative density was achieved according to CT scanning experiments 

[31]. 

 

Olakanmi [40] established that AlSi12 powder had the highest sintered density among air 

atomised pure aluminium (AL-1), gas atomised pure aluminium (AL-2), water atomised 

AlMg5.6 (AL-3), water atomised AlMg6 (AL-4), and gas atomised AlSi12 (AL-5) powders. 

Enhanced SLS/SLM densification behaviour of AlSi12 powder was attributed to pre-alloying 

silicon into aluminium powder which reduces its viscosity [120], and has no effect on the surface 

tension of the aluminium melt pool [121], whereas increasing content of magnesium in an 
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aluminium melt pool reduced the surface tension while increasing the melt viscosity [122] 

thereby reducing the sintered density. Furthermore, the improved densification kinetics of 

aluminium alloy powders evident by the disruption of the oxide film covering the aluminium 

particles which resulted in the promotion of inter-particulate melting across the layers was found 

to be favoured by a high degree of thermal mismatch between the oxide film and the parent 

aluminium particles as well as a uniform oxide layer thickness. According to Olakanmi [40], this 

was the case for AlSi12 parts, whereas SLM of pure aluminium and pre-alloyed Al-Mg powders 

resulted in reduced sintered density. A densification co-efficient K, determined for all the 

powders, affirmed that AlSi12 is the most suitable SLM powder as reflected by the lowest value 

of K (32), highest sintered density, and coherent microstructure when compared to the other 

powders investigated. It is now evident that the nature of the oxide constitution of adherent films 

covering the aluminium particles as well as the film thickness determines whether their 

SLS/SLM processing will be successful or not. Therefore, introducing alloying elements, by 

powder producers, which form oxide films having low circumferential stress as a consequence of 

the significant disparity in thermal expansion co-efficient of the oxide film and aluminium 

particle is important for the attainment of the cracking of the film as well as full melting of 

aluminium alloy particles [40, 123]. Finally, a value of film thickness of around 0.25 µm is the 

threshold above which thicker films would fracture whereas thinner films should just deform 

elastically during SLS/SLM processing of aluminium powders [40, 123].  
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4.4 Effects of Laser Types on the on the Processing and Densification of Metal Powders   

 

 The type of laser (see Table 7) used for SLS/SLM processing has been identified as one of 

the factors affecting the properties of SLS/SLM fabricated components [50]. Two most common 

types of lasers often applied in SLS/SLM processing are carbon dioxide (CO2) and Nd:YAG. 

The CO2 laser is more popular due to its greater power output, higher efficiency, proven 

reliability and safety as well as its cost per watt output which is about 50 per cent that of 

Nd:YAG output [124]. With the development of high-output power, improvement in laser beam 

quality, and the possibility of glass fiber delivery, the Nd:YAG is increasingly used in various 

applications where the CO2 laser had previously held sway [44, 124]. The shorter wavelength 

Nd:YAG laser has higher absorptivity, hence less power is required with the Nd:YAG laser in 

comparison to the CO2 laser at the equivalent penetration depth and scanning speed [124-127]. 

According to Cao et al. [44], the shorter wavelength Nd:YAG laser beam allows light 

transmission via fibre optic cables rather than the articulated mirror delivery system for CO2 

laser. Therefore, this explains why a Nd:YAG laser beam is easier to manipulate and control 

such that the laser source may be remotely located from the SLS/SLM work station.  

 

 Moreover, the light beam from a single laser source can be delivered to a number of laser 

processing work stations via fibre optic delivery [44]. Through multifiber beam delivery via 

power or time options, multiple processing operations can be simultaneously carried out by 
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employing a single Nd:YAG laser source [44]. A Nd:YAG laser beam will produce a slightly 

larger and more stable scan track than a CO2 laser beam SLS/SLM processing [7, 125, 127, 129]. 

 

Table 7 

Commercial Machines and Lasers for SLS/SLM of Metal Powders [128]. 

Machines Company Process Laser Power 
Sinter station 2000/2500 
 

DTM SLS CO2 50 W 

EOSINT 250 
 

EOS SLS CO2 200 W 

EOSINT 270 EOS SLS Ytterbium 
fibre laser 
 

200 W 

LUMEX 25C MATSUURA 
 

SLM Pulsed CO2 500 W 

TrumaForm LF 250 TRUMPF 
 

SLM Disk laser 250 W 

Realizer MCP SLM Fibre 100 W 
 

Consequently, the wider Nd:YAG laser beam profile provides the ability to span large tracks 

while maintaining SLS/SLM build quality and speed, thus, leading to a more uniform scan track 

with little or no porosity [7, 129]. A Nd:YAG laser beam will operate at lower scanning speeds, 

in comparison to CO2 laser beam, as a result of the reduced interaction among beam, plasma, and 

powder bed, thereby allowing increased powder’s layer thickness to be melted [7, 129]. The 

reduced plasma effect allows argon to be used as a shielding gas for Nd:YAG laser processing 

while helium is suitable for CO2 laser processing.  
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 Lauwers et al. [125] explored the comparative fabrication of components by CO2 and Nd: 

YAG lasers. They inferred that with the Nd: YAG laser, components of higher density, a deeper 

sintering depth, and a larger processing window are obtainable, given the same laser energy 

density for both laser types. Moreover, the studies of Hauser et al. [99, 105]; Niu & Chang [5, 

82]; and Dewidar et al. [56], have all used a CO2 continuous wave laser beam, which generated 

fairly high densities (about 55-75% of the theoretical density) for single layer tracks. However, 

O’Neill et al. [129] and Morgan et al. [7] utilised a Nd-YAG laser with Q-switched nanosecond 

pulsing for fabricating multiple layers. This pulsing generates high power densities which can 

lead to rapid vapourisation of the powder material, generating extreme pressures and a recoil 

effect which acts to flatten and widen the spherical melt bead, thereby improving the cohesive 

structure of layers. 

 

 Fischer et al. [130] also compared the temperature measurements between continuous wave 

sintering and pulsed sintering by verifying the predicted difference of skin and average 

temperature upon pulsed interaction. It was discovered that the average laser power required to 

attain consolidation of the powder in pulsed sintering is 30% lower than that reported for 

continuous sintering. This implies that the consolidation of the powder particles due to melting is 

much more efficient and generates stronger inter-particulate bonding across the layers in the 

pulsed laser radiation at lower wave length (1たm) than in the continuous sintering operating at 

higher wave length (10たm). This observation has been attributed to the presence of the 

temporarily higher skin temperature which was attained through lower average laser power in the 

case of pulsed interaction. It was pointed out the area of the temperature elevation during 
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continuous sintering is much larger and the achieved peak temperature nearly 1000K higher than 

that during the pulsed interaction which scales quite well with the higher average power. 

Consequently, because no complete melting occurs during pulsed interaction, reduced thermal 

distortion, higher lateral precisions and low residual thermal stresses in the parts can be achieved. 

 

 Abe et al. [131] also employed a dual laser scanning system combining a pulsed Nd: YAG, 

with a mean power of 50W and a maximum peak power of 3kW, and a CO2 laser, to fabricate 3-

D components from nickel, aluminium, iron, copper, stainless steel, chromium and nickel-base 

alloys. Their findings showed that reheating by CO2 after initial heating by Nd: YAG improved 

the material’s properties, the elimination of residual stress and ductility improvement being 

attributable to the reheating after melting. Steen [127] noted that in order to attain effective 

bonding between the layers, the depth of penetration should be of the order of the layer thickness 

with the aid of pulse lengths of a few milliseconds for layer thickness varying from 20 to 100 

たm. Meanwhile, Dalgarno & Wright [58] noted that proper controlling of the pulsing can result 

in densities of up to 90% of the theoretical density.  

 

 The reported findings indicate that the type of laser employed for the SLS/SLM process 

determines to a very great extent, the behaviour of the powdered particles during SLS/SLM 

processing. The basis for these findings could be attributed to the dependence of the laser 

absorptivity of the investigated material on the wavelength of the laser type in use (Table 8), as 
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well as the resultant consolidation mechanism of metallic powders materials being a function of 

the energy density delivered as a consequence of laser type and the laser mode. 

Table 8 

Comparison of absorptance of single-component and two-component metallic powders using 

Nd:YAG and CO2 lasers [126]. 

Material Nd: YAG (そ 
= 1.06たm) 

CO2 (そ = 
10.6たm) 

Cu 0.59 0.26 
Fe 0.64 0.45 
Sn 0.66 0.23 
Ti 0.77 0.59 
Pb 0.79 - 
Cu-10Al (wt.%) 0.63 0.32 

Fe-3C-3Cr-12V + 10TiC (wt.%) 0.65 0.39 
Fe-0.6C-4Cr-2Mo-1Si + 15TiC (wt.%) 0.71 0.42 
Fe-1C-14Cr-10Mn-6Ti + 66TiC (wt.%) 0.79 0.44 
 

The laser absorptivity and the applied energy density both determine the nature of the melt pool 

size. Table 8 reveals that the absorptance of metallic materials increases with decreasing 

wavelength which is in agreement with the findings from the literature on the SLS/SLM 

behaviour of metal powders when laser scanned with either CO2 or Nd:YAG lasers. 

 

 Recently, a new generation of machines which employ lasers of enhanced beam quality are 

being developed [128]. Among such machines are EOSINT 270, TrumaForm LF 250, and 

Realizer. For example, Louvis and co-investigators [27] and Ahuja et al. [35] employed MCP 

and GmbH Realizer fiber lasers respectively at low laser powers (50 - 100W) and high scanning 
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rates to achieve SLM processing of 6061, AlSi12 and Al-Cu alloy powders. The outcome from 

these studies showed that with an optimum combination of process parameters maximum relative 

density varying between 89 – 99.9% was possible (Fig. 33). 

 

(A)  

(B)  

Fig. 33. (A) Effect of the main SLM parameters (laser scanning speed, hatch distance) on the 

resulting relative density of AlSi12 at 100 W [27]. (B) Relationship between Relative density in 

% and volumetric energy density in J mm-3 for AW-2618 processed with LBM machine system, 

Realizer SLM 50 [35]. 
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The use of fibre laser in obtaining high density SLM processed aluminium alloy parts at low 

laser power and high scanning speeds is very promising for further development of multi 

additive layer manufacturing process. Machines using diode lasers are more cost effective than 

those employing CO2 or Nd: YAG lasers, but they have limitation of poor beam quality as a 

result of high beam divergence, which needs to be improved upon [128, 132]. Gisario et al. [133] 

explored the application of a continuous wave (CW) high power diode laser to modify the 

surface of porous substrates made from spherical particles in sintered bronze by considering the 

influence of laser power and interaction time. Findings from the study indicated that a 70% 

decrease in the surface roughness of the porous substrates in addition to an improvement in 

micro-hardness, scratch and wear resistance were achievable after laser treatments when high 

laser power was combined with high scan speed. Meanwhile, a comparative processing test 

would be necessary for CO2; Nd: YAG; fibre and diode laser machines in order to observe the 

sintering behaviour of aluminium alloys and make conclusions regarding any of the machines 

that may yield a more acceptable processing window and improved functional properties for 

processing aluminium alloys.  
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5 Microstructure and Metallurgical Defects in SLS/SLM Fabricated Parts  

 

5.1 Microstructure of SLS/SLM Fabricated Parts  

 

 SLS/SLM possesses the capability to employ transient cooling patterns to control grain 

sizes and shapes, phase percentages, and phase compositions in order to promote desirable 

mechanical properties. For instance, Zhuoxing et al. [134] demonstrated the feasibility of SLS 

processed Cu-Sn-C system to produce intermetallics/phases such as g-Cu, Cu31Sn8(h), Cu3Sn(i) 

and Cu6Sn5(さ) in Cu-Sn-C systems. The Cu-based alloy was found to have a more homogeneous 

distribution than conventionally sintered materials as a result of improved flowability of the melt 

brought about by a relatively high sintering temperature. Furthermore, in an attempt to provide 

the necessary fundamental understanding that will lead to the fabrication of large- size, crack-

free SLM processed Al 86Ni6Y4.5Co2La1.5 metallic glass (MG) with high density, controllable 

microstructure and mechanical properties; Li et al. [36] reported that the morphology of the scan 

track of Al 86Ni6Y4.5Co2La1.5 powder was influenced by the energy distribution of the laser beam 

and the heat transfer competition between convection and conduction in the melt pool. They 

attributed the fact that varying regions of the scan track were characterised by a gradient 

microstructure and mechanical properties consequent upon experiencing different thermal 

histories to the Gaussian distribution of laser energy and heat transfer process. They concluded 

that the thermal fluctuation at high laser power produced an inhomogeneous chemical 

distribution which gave rise to severe crystallization of the MG, despite the high cooling rate 

whereas the selection of an appropriate laser power resulted in crack-free scan tracks with no 
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crystallization. Meanwhile, an extensive search of the literature has revealed that an accurate 

interpretation of the complex microstructure of SLS/SLM processed samples requires knowledge 

of the thermal history during the process resulting from building a range of processing 

conditions. For example, the laser processing technique is capable of generating typical cooling 

rates ranging between 103 to 1011 K/s [127, 135-138], hence, the fine microstructure usually 

observed in materials processed by SLS/SLM is a consequence of the high cooling rate [127, 

136-138].  

 

 The nature of the microstructure obtained when laser power, scanning rates, scan spacing 

and layer thickness are varied is dependent on the duration of the interaction between the powder 

and the laser beam. The relationship between energy density and duration of laser-material 

interaction defines the operational regime of the SLM process which results in a unique 

temperature gradient (G), solidification rate (R) and cooling rate (穴劇 穴建斑  = G.R). Steen [127] 

noted that increasing the ratio G/R results in a gradual change in the solidification regime from 

dendritic to cellular dendritic and consequently to planar front growth. Furthermore, higher 

cooling rate (G.R) promotes greater undercooling, thus producing finer grains. Hence, the 

parameters (G/R) and (G.R) control the type of microstructure and the scale of the 

microstructure, respectively [136, 137, 139, 140].  

 

 Longer laser-material duration or a higher energy density during SLM as a consequence of 

lower scanning rates and/or higher laser power lead to the formation of a superheated melt pool 
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and high surface temperature [127, 135]. Under these conditions, it takes longer for the liquid to 

start solidifying and the temperature of the base material becomes higher, thus lowering both the 

temperature gradient at the interface and the cooling rate. A coarse microstructure may result in 

this case. When low laser power and/or faster scanning rates are employed, superheating is not 

pronounced and the average temperature gradient at the interface is sufficiently high to give a 

faster cooling rate thereby leading to the formation of finer microstructure. The geometry of the 

melt bead in the SLM process is dependent on the laser processing parameters. For example, 

provided the energy density is less than a critical value, when the heat input is just sufficient to 

melt the powder, this will result in the melt pool having a cylindrical geometry due to high 

surface tension. The contact area between two such layers will be smaller resulting in poor heat 

conduction and a low cooling rate. For a multiple-layer part fabricated by the SLM process, 

where the substrate layers are pre-heated or partially melted in the subsequent deposition, both 

the cooling rate and the microstructure are affected [127]. The degree of formation of the heat 

affected zone (HAZ) in the deposited layer is a function of laser processing parameters. This 

could be responsible for the observed variations between the morphology and microstructure of 

individual laser deposited layers.  

 

 In order to present the background knowledge of the idea of remelting the underlying 

substrate with a view to weakening and/or disrupting surface contamination such as oxide films 

so as to provide a clean interface at the atomic level between the solid and the liquid, the 

principle of epitaxial solidification in SLM is highlighted by considering the work of Das [46] 

and other relevant fusion welding literature. Thereafter, we present various examples of how 
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varying SLS/SLM process parameters and powder properties affect the microstructure of laser 

sintered/melted metallic materials. Moreover, examples presented in these sections also 

demonstrated how inappropriate control of process parameters and powder properties may result 

in various metallurgical defects such porosity, microstructure coarsening, heterogeneity. Finally, 

remedial measures for the metallurgical defects are also presented. 

 

5.1.1 Epitaxial Solidification in SLM 

 According to Nelson et al. [141] and Das [46], SLM of metals could be likened to fusion 

welding. In fusion welding, the base metal and the weld metal may have similar but not 

necessarily the same composition, while in SLM of monolithic metallic materials, the substrate 

layer and the new layer of metallic powder to be melted are the same in composition. 

Meanwhile, it has been established that dilution of the base metal occurs in all types of fusion 

welding. Dilution is the partial localised remelting of the base metal which provides a continuous 

interface free of oxide films or other contaminants between solidifying liquid weld metal and the 

base metal. Dilution is a pre-requisite for good weld integrity. During dilution, or “melt back”, 

grain growth occurs at the solid-liquid interface between the base metal and the liquid in contact 

with it. Due to the significant similarities between fusion welding and SLM, it is instructive to 

understand the implication of epitaxial solidification on SLM process control. 

 

 In fusion welding, it is generally agreed that the liquid weld metal completely wets the 

partially melted substrate at the fusion boundary. Meanwhile, by likening the epitaxial 
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solidification mechanism in SLM to the formation of a nucleus of solid from its melt in contact 

with a substrate as it occurs in the fusion welding process (Fig. 34), the free energy required for 

the initiation of nucleation is a function of the wetting angle (し) between the substrate and the 

solid formed. Therefore, the relationship between wetting angle and interfacial energies is 

illustrated in Fig. 34, Eq. (4), and (5).  

 

 

Fig. 34. Three-phase equilibrium for wetting and non-wetting systems [46]. 
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where 

けLV = surface tension of the liquid-vapour interface 

けSV = surface tension of the solid-vapour interface 

けSL = surface tension of the solid-liquid interface 

し = contact angle. 

 

 During epitaxial solidification, both the contact angle, (し), (Eq. (5)) and free energy 〉G*, 

become zero (Eq. (8)), and consequently, growth of the solid initiates at the fusion boundary 
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without difficulty [142]. As a result, it can be argued that little or no nucleation barrier in 

solidifying weld metals exists during fusion welding or SLM.  

)6)........(43/4(*)()(*)( 23
SLVSLSvShet rGrSAGVSG γππθγθ +∆−=+∆−=∆

 

∆Gv = the free energy change per unit volume associated with formation of the nucleus, 

VS = The volume of the nucleus. 

AS = The surface area of the new interface created by the solid nucleus and the liquid, 

S (し) = Shape factor dependent on the contact angle 

 

 (A)  (B)  

Fig. 35. (A) Illustration showing the epitaxial nucleation and competitive growth in the weld 

fusion zone [141], (B) Schematic of free energy change associated with heterogeneous 

nucleation in casting and welding juxtaposed with free energy change in homogeneous 

nucleation [143]. 
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The critical radius *r  for heterogeneous nucleation is obtained by setting the first derivative of 

Eq. (6) to zero. 

)7..(................................................................................/)2(*
VSL Gr ∆= γ  

The associated free energy barrier *G∆ , for heterogeneous nucleation is derived by substituting 

the expression for r* into Eq. (6): 

)8......(............................................................3/)(16 33*
VSL GSG ∆=∆ θπγ

 

 

 According to Kou [144] and Savage [145], growth of the solid in fusion welding is 

perceived as being initiated by epitaxial growth from the substrate and proceeds by competitive 

growth toward the center line of the weld. At the fusion boundary, since the substrate is assumed 

to be completely wetted by the weld metal, grain growth is initiated in the weld by arranging 

atoms in the liquid phase on the existing crystalline substrate, thus extending the solid without 

altering the crystallographic orientation [146-148]. Moreover, Savage & Aronson [148] noted 

that solidification by epitaxial growth in fusion welding results in nearly complete continuity of 

the crystallographic orientation and grain boundary mis-orientation between base and weld metal 

grains adjacent to the fusion boundary. Therefore, Nelson et al. [141] reported that once 

solidification by epitaxial growth is initiated, it proceeds toward the weld center-line in a 

competitive-type growth mechanism illustrated in Fig. 35A above. This implies that grains with 

growth direction oriented most preferentially along the heat flow direction gradient tend to 

crowd out those grains whose growth directions are not as suitably oriented (Fig. 35A). Whereas, 
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the predominant mechanism of solidification in fusion welding is the competitive growth in the 

weld fusion zone, Kou [144] identified and discussed the details of other mechanisms such as 

dendrite fragmentation, grain detachment, heterogeneous nucleation and surface nucleation that 

may tend can interrupt and/or dominate the solidification structure in fusion welding. 

 

  Moreover, Nelson et al. [141] noted that it is unlikely that dendrite fragmentation, grain 

detachment, heterogeneous nucleation and surface nucleation would occur in fusion welding. In 

addition, Lippold et al. [149], defined the nature of the various boundaries observed in single-

phase weld metal as solidification grain boundaries (SGB), solidification sub-grain boundaries 

(SSGB) and migrated grain boundaries (MGB). It is now understood that the nature of epitaxial 

growth in fusion welding metals described in this section produces a network of grain boundaries 

in the fusion zone (Fig. 35A). This network of grain boundaries in the fusion zone consists of the 

solidification grain boundary (SGB) network which is an extension of the heat affected zone 

(HAZ) grain boundaries at the fusion boundary. Nelson et al. [141] and Das [46] noted that the 

fusion boundary morphologies observed in the fusion welding of homogeneous or single-phase 

metal are in contrast to that observed in the welding of heterogeneous substrate and weld metals 

and traditional casting processes because the energy barrier in the latter processes are finite in 

nature (Fig. 35B).  

 

 For epitaxial solidification to take place in SLM, the substrate must be partially melted 

back (solidification regrowth) to promote growth from the prior grains of the substrate. For 
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solidification regrowth to occur, the amount of material constituted in the layer thickness of 

metal powder to be melted over the substrate metal must be commensurate with the laser energy 

intensity of the chosen processing parameters (laser power and scan rates e.t.c.). This strict 

control of laser-metal powder interaction is essential in order to obtain stronger interlayer 

bonding which results in full density components. Evidence of epitaxial solidification is usually 

confirmed by microstructural examination of cross-sections of SLM processed material 

encompassing several layer thicknesses as demonstrated by Das [46] and reproduced in Fig. 36. 

Fig. 36A is an example of incomplete homologous wetting and solidification whereby the melt 

front from the laser-melted powder layer above propagated down to barely contact the surface of 

the previous layer. The non-uniformity of layer thickness is especially notable. In contrast, layers 

in the cross-section of specimen fabricated at a higher laser power density, shown in Fig. 36B, 

completely indistinguishable indicating continuous grain growth across the layers. This result 

indicates sufficient remelt of the previous layer took place to induce epitaxial solidification. It 

should be noted that these micrographs traverse approximately three layer thicknesses. 

 

(A)  (B)  

Fig. 36. (A) Microstructure of SLM processed Ti-6Al-4V exhibiting porosity and insufficient 

substrate remelts and (B) Etched microstructure of fully dense Ti-6Al-4V specimen [46]. 
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 Since SLM is a localised solidification process which occurs via epitaxial growth, evidence 

from Fig. 35 confirms that it can impart a finer and more uniform grain size to processed parts 

when compared to traditional casting processes. Consequently, this results in better mechanical 

properties. In summary, the mechanism for “good wetting” is ensured by partial remelting of the 

previous layer in SLM giving rise to epitaxial solidification. Remelting the previous layer 

removes surface contaminants, breaks down oxide films, provides a clean solid-liquid interface 

at the atomic level and allows epitaxial solidification. Laser processing parameters in SLM 

should be chosen so as to ensure that sufficient remelt of the previous layer takes place and 

continuity of the solid-liquid interface under the impingement of the laser beam is maintained. 

 

5.1.2: Effect of Processing Conditions on the Microstructure of SLS/SLM Fabricated Parts  

 Olakanmi et al. [28] examined how the connectivity and orientation of the pores in the 

microstructure of SLS processed AlSi12 powder depended on the processing conditions using a 

CO2 laser system. Their study shows that though the microstructures consist of small pores, the 

connectivity and orientation of pores are largely dependent on the choice of processing 

parameters which determine the quantity of specific laser energy dissipated to the powder bed. 

For instance, elongated pores which are nearly perpendicular to the building direction were 

found in a sample fabricated with laser power of 200 W; scan rates of 120 mm/s; scan spacing of 

0.1 mm and layer thickness of 0.25 mm which generated specific laser energy input of 67 J/mm3 

(Fig. 37C). The inter-agglomerates are fully dense and consist of dendrite grains which are 

oriented nearly perpendicular to the build direction (Fig. 37C). Comparison of the inter-

agglomerate pores obtained at specific laser energy input of 100 J/mm3 and 75 J/mm3 (Fig. 37A, 
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B) with that produced by 67 J/mm3 shows that the size of the inter-agglomerates pores are larger 

and appear less dense than the higher laser energy. 

 

(A)  (B)  (C)  (D)  (E)  

Fig. 37. Optical micrographs of etched, polished sections parallel to the build directions at 

different energy density: (A) 100 J/mm3 (B) 75 J/mm3 (C) 67 J/mm3 (D) 40 J/mm3 (E)13 J/mm3 

[28]. 

 

 Furthermore, the inter-agglomerates obtained when specific laser energy inputs are reduced 

to of 40 J/mm3, and 13 J/mm3 are observed not to have been as fully dense as the sample made 

with specific laser energy input of 67 J/mm3. These findings are similar to the results obtained in 

SLS of iron [94] and H13 tool steel [104] as well as SLM of TiC/AlSi10Mg nanocomposites 

[39], AlSi12 [38] and AlSi10Mg [41] powders in that they identified a critical specific laser 

energy input at which microstructural characteristics are optimised. Above this energy input, the 

sintered microstructure of AlSi12 part was characterised by horizontal elongated pores while the 

sintered density remained almost constant. 

 
 It was also reported that both secondary dendrite arm spacing increased (Fig. 38) and the 

primary phase content decreased (Fig. 39) in the SLS processed AlSi12 microstructure as the 
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energy density increased [28]. Increased secondary dendrite arm spacing as the energy density 

increased was attributed to the fact that at the highest energy density (100 J/mm3), there is the 

potential for greater melt superheat so it takes longer for the initiation of solidification therefore, 

a lower temperature gradient may result giving rise to a lower cooling rate, hence, coarser 

dendrite arm spacing (Fig. 38). Meanwhile, as the specific laser energy input is reduced by one-

third to 67 J/mm3, superheating is not so pronounced giving a higher average interfacial 

temperature gradient leading to a faster cooling rate and slightly finer microstructure as shown in 

Fig. 38.  

 

 

Fig. 38. Relationship between the energy density and the average dendritic arm spacing of the 

SLS processed AlSi12 powders across the depth of the laser sintered AlSi12 samples [28]. 
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Fig. 39. Effect of energy density on the fraction of primary phase in SLS processed 

AlSi12powder [28]. 

 

 Moreover, with the specific laser energy input reduced to 50 J/mm3, the heat is just enough 

to sinter the powder and the dendritic microstructure can be seen to have become finer whilst the 

interconnectivity of the porosity increases (Fig. 38). Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the 

growth of the secondary dendritic arm spacing is in direct relationship with the energy density 

irrespective of the depth of measurement because the dissipation of high energy density on the 

powder bed is accompanied by lower thermal gradient and slow undercooling which results in 

coarse “broomlike” dendritic microstructure (Fig. 38 and 40) [28].  
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Top Bottom 

(A)  (B)  

(C)  
(D)  

(E)  
(F)  

Fig. 40. Characteristic microstructures of SLS processed AlSi12 powder with varying processing 

conditions: (A, B) 100 J/mm3; (C, D) 67 J/mm3; (E, F) 50 J/mm3 [28].    

 

 In consonance with the observation of Steen [127], as the sample height increases, heat 

conduction through the built layers to the substrate becomes very poor and the build temperature 

increases (Fig. 41) thereby causing significant heating to a greater depth with microstructural 

changes to a larger part of the build (Fig. 38 and 40). As a result, the microstructure in the 

bottom part of the build (Fig. 38, 40B, D, and F) becomes coarse as evident by the occurrence of 

larger dendritic arm spacing which implies slower solidification rates. The occurrence of coarse 

structure at the bottom portion of the build could also be attributed to the lower thermal 

conductivity of the powder bed at the first instance laser beam was impinged on it. This initiates 
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low cooling rates at the bottom portion of the build. As the build height increases, subsequent 

layers being deposited solidify on solid metal substrates which initiates high cooling rates, thus 

finer dendritic microstructures are found at the top portion of the build. The disappearance of 

layer bands in AlSi12 parts fabricated with varying energy densities between 50-100 J/mm3 

could be attributed to the same effect [28] while noting that these observations made for SLS 

processed AlSi12 parts are similar to those reported by Srivastava et al. [150] in their studies of 

direct laser fabricated TiAl-based alloys.  

 

 The variation in fraction of primary phase in SLS processed AlSi12 part is marginal with 

variation in specific laser energy input (Fig. 39) [28]. Arnberg et al. [151] reported that the 

primary dendrite fraction in some Al foundry alloys decreased with increasing cooling rate 

whereas Veldman et al. [152] reported the opposite behaviour, a slight increase with cooling rate. 

Although, Olakanmi and co-investigators [28] emphasised that the processing techniques 

employed by these researchers is quite different from the SLS process,  nevertheless, the finding 

from their study in respect of the influence of the cooling rates on the fraction of primary 

dendrite phase in SLS processed AlSi12 parts agrees with the findings of Veldman et al. [152]. 

The differences in the method of measurement of the fraction of primary dendrite phase as well 

as the chemical composition of the materials investigated by Arnberg and Veldman research 

groups [151, 152] should be noted as this may be responsible for the different findings of their 

work.  
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Fig. 41. Sections through the micrograph of AlSi12 (200W-120mm/s) generated by 67 J/mm3 

[28].    

 

 Finally, it was concluded that the attainment of the highest density (2.05 g/cm3) and most 

desirable microstructure when a critical specific laser energy input was dissipated during SLS of 

AlSi12 powders could be attributed to the initiation of appropriate laser-material interaction 

regime which generates adequate liquid phase for the solidification mechanism, inhibits the 

process of agglomeration, and promotes high cooling rates across the SLS fabricated specimens 

[28]. However, reduced densities and less desired microstructures obtained at the specific laser 

energy inputs lower or higher than the critical specific laser energy input could be explained by 

extremely shorter or longer laser-material interaction regime which promote the life time of the 

existing liquid phase beyond necessary, thus initiating spheroidisation, and extremely low 

cooling rates which result in coarse dendritic structures and porous microstructure in the 
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samples. It is pertinent to note that the work of Olakanmi et al. [28] is classified as SLS because 

the process could not impart full density into AlSi12 parts since infiltration will be needed to 

improve its consolidation process as well as mechanical properties. 

 

(A)  (B)  (C)  

Fig. 42. Optical micrographs showing the variation of microstructure of Ti-48Al-2Mn-2Nb 

(wt.%) alloy consisting of lamellar (g2 + け), featureless (け) and partially lamellar [け + (g2 + け)] 

and fabricated with laser power (A) 300W, (B) 360W, (C) 400W. (Scanning speed 8mm/s; 

powder feed rate 3g/min; z-increment 0.2mm; number of layers 20) [150]. 

 

 Prior to Olakanmi et al. [28] study, Srivastava et al. [150] investigated the influence of 

process parameters and heat treatment on the microstructure of direct laser fabricated gamma 

titanium aluminide (TiAl) alloy samples. Their findings revealed that a variety of 

microstructures, ranging from cellular to columnar to dendritic morphologies and consisting of 

lamellar (g2 + け), featureless (け) and partially lamellar [け + (g2 + け)], is obtainable upon the 

variation of the laser power and scanning speed (Fig. 42). Moreover, micro heterogeneous and 

finer microstructures were developed in direct laser fabricated titanium alloy samples by 

comparison with their conventionally processed counterparts due to high cooling rates. 
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Subsequent heat treatment of the direct laser fabricated samples eventually resulted in the 

elimination of the compositional heterogeneity and microstructural refinement of the samples.  

 

Brandl et al. [30] also corroborated similar findings from the work of Srivastava et al. [150] 

when they investigated the impact of powder bed temperature, build orientation, and post-

process heat treatment on the microstructure of Nd:YAG laser melted AlSi10Mg parts. They 

discovered that laser traces were present in the as-processed microstructure with its heat affected 

zones characterised by inhomogeneous, coarsed cellular dendrites of g-Al and inter-dendritic Si-

particles (Fig. 43A). Having analysed their results statistically by design of experiments, 

correlation analysis, and marginal means plots; they established that post heat treatment (peak 

hardening to T6) has the largest effect homogenising the as-built microstructure by dissolving 

dendrites, laser traces, and heat affected zones as the Si particles transform to globular shapes 

(Fig. 43B) while the building direction has the least effect on the microstructure of SLM 

fabricated AlSi10Mg parts.  

 

(A)  (B)  

Fig. 43. Typical microstructure of SLM processed AlSi10Mg parts at powder bed temperature of 

300 oC, and build orientation of 0o: (A) As built (B) Peak-hardened [30]. 
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Fig. 44. Micrographs of aluminium alloy 2xxx on Al 6082 substrate after SLM processing (B) 

Optical micrograph of formation of single track; (B) SEM micrograph of microstructure of 

melted middle zone [153]. 

 

Fibre laser at low laser power and high scanning rates had also been employed to achieve 

SLM processing of a range of aluminium alloy powders [27, 36, 138, 153]. Analysis of the 

micrographs of the SLM processed aluminium alloys by fibre lasers confirmed that the 

microstructure was characterised by a high density and a crack-free structure with no occurrence 

of brittle hard oxidation layer (Fig. 44A and B). On a final note, of great interest is the recent 

work of Huang et al. [154] who addressed the SLS/SLM constraints of settings optimal 

parameters to obtain a dense product by employing electromagnetic vibrations (Fig. 45A) to alter 

the solidification process thereby allowing the microstructure (Fig. 45B and C) to be varied via 

magnetic flux density.  This technique may be adopted for creating microstructure-controllable 

products with complex shapes. 
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(A)  

(B)  

(C)  

Fig. 45: (A) Diagram of basic SLM experimental platform with dual-magnetic-pole AC 

electromagnet (SD: scanning direction of laser; MD: movement direction of electromagnet). (B) 

optical metallographic images for Ti-6Al-4V SLM part. (C) Variations of electromagnetic flux 

density with  the average grain size [154]. 

 

Analysis of the literature cited in this section reveals the following: 

  Microstructural evolution in SLS/SLM fabricated parts is controlled by the specific laser 

energy input. 

  The use of suitable heat treatment (e.g. peak hardening to T6 temperature) is able to 

homogenise the microstructure of as-built SLS/SLM fabricated parts. 
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 The use of both CO2 and Nd:YAG laser systems imparts defects such as porosity, and cracks 

into the as-built SLS/SLM fabricated microstructure while fibre laser SLM processed 

specimens are crack and pore free. 

 

5.1.3 Effect of Powder Properties on the Microstructure of SLS/SLM Processed Components 

5.1.3.1: Effect of Particle Size on the Microstructure of SLS Processed Components: Niu & 

Chang [5] observed that SLS of gas atomised powder yielded a highly porous structure when the 

particle size was small <38 µm) or coarse (>150 たm) but discovered that laser sinterability was 

better for particle sizes ranging between 53 and 150 たm as evidenced by a smooth, dense surface 

of the single layer part (Fig. 46). They attributed the behaviour of finer particle sizes under SLS 

to oxidation, which is more dominant when heating powder of smaller particle sizes. The porous 

structure might have been as a consequence of incomplete wetting rather than some other 

phenomenon being governed only by particle size. Niu & Chang [5] also stated that large 

particles (>100µm) require higher laser power for melting since heat transfer into the powder 

layer is lower. Therefore, for a given energy density, the structure tends to be more porous than a 

structure produced using smaller particle sizes. The observations of Niu & Chang [5] are only 

indicative: to ascertain the actual impact of the particle size and shape on the microstructure and 

mechanical properties, multiple layer experiments need to be carried out. 
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(A)  (B)   

(C)  (D)  

Fig. 46. SEM images of laser sintered high speed steel powders using laser power of 50 W and a 

scan rate of 5.0 mm/s and a scan line spacing of 0.15 mm. Particle sizes were: (A) as supplied 

from atomiser (full range), (B) 53 µm – 150 µm, (C) >150 µm and (D) <38 µm [5]. 

 

5.1.3.2 Effect of Alloying on the Microstructure of SLS/SLM Fabricated Parts: It is widely 

believed that additives can have profound effect on the microstructure of laser-sintered 

components: this is illustrated in the following examples. Murali et al. [155] investigated the SLS 

of a powder mixture of iron and graphite (99.22wt.% and 0.78wt.%. respectively) using a pulsed 

Nd: YAG laser and observed the laser sintered iron-graphite parts to be porous with a 

microstructure and mechanical properties substantially different from the same parts fabricated 

from the same powder mixture via conventional P/M. Moreover, they discovered that the carbon 

content in the sintered samples was as low as 0.3wt%. They concluded that in order to achieve a 
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target carbon content, a powder mixture of higher graphite content must be used. Simchi & Pohl 

[156] followed up this suggestion by varying the graphite content between 0.4 to 1.6wt% in 

direct laser sintering. They found that with the addition of graphite (0.4wt% to 0.8wt%) to the 

iron powder, the continuous network of pore channels was eliminated and irregular shaped pores 

surrounded by a fully dense iron matrix were formed (Fig. 47B and C). The microstructure 

consisted of small, spherical pores with no degree of orientation. With increasing graphite 

content (1.2wt%), the total porosity decreased steadily, and more pores were found in the 

microstructure (Fig. 47D). Simchi & Pohl [156] clearly demonstrate that a heterogeneous 

distribution of carbon in the iron matrix (Fig. 48 and Table 9) leads to the formation of different 

phases as corroborated through the work of Murali et al. [155].  

 

Table 9 

The local carbon concentration measured by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) method 
and microhardness values of marked areas in Fig. 48 [156]. 

Area Possible phases Carbon content 
(wt.%) 

Hardness (HV0.025) 

I Ferrite 0.1 137 
II  Tempered Martensite 1.6 463 
III  High Carbon Austenite 1.9 476 

 

Similar results were obtained for the other sintered parts, although heterogeneity is more 

pronounced in the case of samples having higher graphite content. The work of Simchi & Pohl 

[156] and Murali et al. [155] once again have directed attention to the issue of altering the 

starting powder composition and making the correct choice of alloy addition in order to 
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overcome the problem of heterogenous distribution of phases with the resultant poor mechanical 

properties.  

 

(A)  (B)   

(C)  (D)  

Fig. 47. Polished section of laser sintered parts shows the effect of graphite addition on the pore 

structures on a section cut parallel to the building direction; laser power is 215 W, scan rate is 75 

mm/s, scan line spacing is 0.3 mm, and layer thickness is 0.1 mm (A) 0% C (B) 0.4% C (C) 

0.8% C (D) 1.2% C [156]. 

 

   500 たm 
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Fig. 48. Characteristic microstructure of laser sintered iron-1.2 wt.% graphite powder mixture on 

a section cut parallel to the building direction shows heterogeneous carbon dissolution in the iron 

matrix resulting in the varying local hardness values (Table 2.4). Laser power is 215 W, scan rate 

is 75 mm/s, scan line spacing is 0.3 mm, and layer thickness is 0.1 mm [156]. 

 

 Prior to these findings, Tang et al. [57] described how microstructural features such as 

porosity, pore size and shape, the agglomerate size, and grain shape of laser sintered copper alloy 

(Cu and Cu3P) are associated with the variation of the amount of in-situ - deoxidiser (SCuP). 

They noted the existence of a large amount of pores at a low SCuP level (25vol%) with small 

agglomerate sizes (200-300 たm) of ball-like shape. When the amount of deoxidiser increased to 

40vol%, more molten binder flowed and infiltrated into pores between the copper particles, 

thereby forming big agglomerates and a denser microstructure, but the pore sizes became larger. 

However, at higher fractions of SCuP, the re-arrangement force is higher and the viscosity of the 

mixture was lower, leading to faster re-arrangement of Cu particles and spreading of the binder. 

The molten binder spreads and wets the Cu particles well. The copper particles are pulled 

together by the liquid towards the centre of a laser scan path, thus forming long bar shaped 

tracks. Tang et al. [57] concluded that high porosity was still left in the microstructure due to the 
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short transient interaction duration (0.1 to 1s) between laser and metal powder. The porosity 

could be eliminated by the appropriate choice of the laser processing parameters which allows 

sufficient laser-material interaction duration that eliminates porosity and balling.  

 

 Moreover, the work of Zhang et al. [118] also affirmed that the addition of nickel (Ni) to 

SLM fabricated tungsten components in varying contents of 10, 20 and 40wt% resulted in bar-

shaped structures, dendrites and honeycomb structures respectively via a mechanism consisting 

of the combination of LPS and partial melting of W particles. Meanwhile, the findings in this 

section corroborate the results obtained from the investigation on the effect of component ratios 

on the attainable liquid phase which determines, to a very great extent, the nature of 

microstructural features and densification mechanisms of direct laser sintered powders (see 

Section 3.2). Therefore, the right choice and correct amount of the appropriate additive for 

microstructural improvement in a typical SLS powder system is very important.  

 

(A) (B)  (C)  

Fig. 49. AFM results presenting ultrafine/nanoscale particles in the cross section of the SLM 

parts made from (A) Al/15wt%Fe2O3, (B) AlMg1SiCu/15wt%Fe2O3, and (C) 

AlSi10Mg/15wt%Fe2O3 [31].  
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Dadbakhsh & Hao [31] studied the effects of alloying composition of Al, AlMg1-SiCu 

and AlSi10Mg on the microstructure of SLM facilitated aluminium matrix composites via in-situ 

interaction with 15 wt%Fe2O3. They discovered that the in-situ composites made from all the Al 

alloys were reinforced by abundant and very fine particles with the in-situ composite made from 

AlSi10Mg containing the finest particles typically around 50–100 nm in size (Fig. 49). 

Moreover, a solid solution strengthening mechanism resulted in the microstructural 

characteristics of the composites having significant superior microhardness than that of un-

reinforced aluminium alloys thereby suggesting the promising prospective of SLM facilitated in-

situ reaction to produce advanced Al MMCs. The in-situ formed particles in the composites were 

Al oxides (i.e., stable g–Al 2O3), Al–Fe intermetallics (i.e., equilibrium Al13Fe4 and other non-

equilibrium Al–Fe phases), and Si crystals (alone or in combination such as Al0.5Fe3Si0.5, 

Al 0.7Fe3Si0.3 and Al3FeSi2), depending on the Al alloy composition. The lower thermal 

conductivity of AlMg1SiCu or AlSi10Mg caused transformation of non-equilibrium Al–Fe 

intermetallics into equilibrium Al13Fe4 thereby resulting in extension of the solubility of Mg, Si, 

and Cu in Al matrix via rapid solidification.  

 

Meanwhile, there is still scarcity of literature dealing with the effect of sintering 

atmospheres and alloying additions in the SLS/SLM of aluminium or its alloys on microstructure 

with the exception of Wang et al. [38] who established that a He atmosphere produces lower 

ductility due to the formation of pore clusters in the AlSi12 microstructure whereas both argon 

and nitrogen atmospheres result in the SLM produced parts having a small amount of porosity. 

However, the mechanism responsible for the He processed porous microstructure as well as Ar 
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and N processed well consolidated microstructure is not currently understood. In addition, Ferrar 

et al. [157] examined the effect of inert gas flow within the SLM process as well as the nature of 

its influence induced by this gas flow on the reproducibility of the key attributes of porous 

titanium components. It was revealed that the measured attributes were significantly affected by 

the improved gas flow, with porosity reducing and the compression strength improving. Ferrar 

and co-investigators then incorporated the design modifications into a new machine designed to 

enable the production of porous components of closer control and greater reproducibility. 

Reports on the indirect SLS of aluminium alloys carried out at the University of Queensland in 

Australia, document the effects of nitrogen sintering atmospheres and alloying addition but only 

as they affect the dimensional stability of the components, [158-161] as no mention is made of 

their effect on microstructure.  

 

5.2 Metallurgical Defects 

 

 Common metallurgical defects in SLS/SLM processed metallic parts are porosity, cracking, 

oxide inclusions, and loss of alloying elements. In the remaining parts of this section, each of 

these defects is elucidated by highlighting the mechanism of their formation, main influencing 

factors, and the remedial measures. 

 

5.2.1 Porosity 

 Typical porosities common in SLS/SLM processed parts are insufficient/incomplete 

melting (lack of fusion) porosity; porosity as a consequence of entrapment of gases by surface 
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turbulence, and shrinkage porosity [28, 41, 96, 162, 163]. Porosities caused by 

insufficient/incomplete melting (lack of fusion porosity) are usually found along layer 

boundaries, irregularly shaped, and elongated in the x-y plane of the deposit with the size and 

number of pores strongly influenced by processing parameters such as laser power, layer 

thickness, scanning rates, and scan spacing [28, 41, 96]. The highest fusion porosity is obtained 

in regions having a preponderance of insufficient/incomplete melting across the interlayers, 

whereas the porosity is minimised when laser processing results in continuous interlayer melting 

[28, 41, 50, 95, 96]. Poor fusion porosity has been attributed to insufficient dissipation of the 

laser energy density into the powder layer thickness such that the top of the previous layer cannot 

be re-melted to attain coherent bonding (Fig. 19 and 36).  

 

 Another possible explanation for the low fusion porosity in SLS/SLM processed parts is 

that the gas bubbles are entrapped in the interlayers during laser scanning. The entrapment of the 

gas bubbles thereby results in an unstable scan track because the vapourisation of the scan tracks 

is not uniform while their positions vary with time [7, 58, 96, 129, 163]. Scan track stability 

during SLS/SLM processing is also a function of the balance of forces active within the scan 

track. With the formation of a vapour cavity, the fluid forces of the molten pool tend to be 

balanced by the vaporisation pressure within the cavity [7, 58, 96, 129, 163]. The characteristic 

instability of the scan tracks consequently results in periodic collapse of the liquid metal 

surrounding the vapour cavity and the formation of periodic voids [7, 58, 96, 129, 163]. It was 

speculated that the metallic vapour was the major gas inside the scan track, with some shielding 

gas, possibly entrained into the scan track [7, 58, 96, 129, 163]. With the metal vapour thought to 
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have condensed during cooling; therefore, the main gas species in these pores at room 

temperature are expected to be mainly the entrained shielding gas. In order to reduce porosity, 

the scan track must be kept stable by employing high power/high speed SLS/SLM processing 

parameters [162]. Another possibility is the use of high-power continuous wave Nd:YAG lasers 

resulting in only a slightly ionised vapour flow [7, 58, 129]. The shorter wavelength of Nd:YAG 

lasers, in comparison to CO2 lasers, is responsible for less severe plasma effects (absorption and 

defocusing); thus leading to improved stability of the scan track [7, 58, 99, 105, 129, 164]. 

Moreover, increased average power (and hence energy density) dissipation on the powder 

bed/substrate has been found to maintain a continuous scan track during SLS/SLM processing 

[162].  

 

 Similar to the processing conditions in laser welding, it is also possible that scan track 

instability and pore formation may also be minimised by suitably adjusting the defocus of the 

beam [165]. It had also been reported that during pulsed wave (PW) laser processing, there is a 

scanning speed at which the occurrence of porosity reached a maximum. This was attributed to 

the potential for gas to escape during the delayed solidification time at high energy density (low 

scanning rates/high laser power) and at reduced depth of the scan track at low energy density 

(high scanning rates/low laser power). Pulsed laser systems may provide the possibility to 

control the laser energy dissipation into the powder bed/substrate and thereby control the 

solidified microstructure, porosity, and solidification cracking [130]. The stability of the scan 

track is greatly affected by the pulse because each pulse has to reopen the scan track after its 

breakdown. Process cavities can be reduced if the porosity formed in a previous pulse is 
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effectively removed from the scan track formed by the next pulse when the overlapping ratio of 

two scan tracks is adequate [7, 58, 129, 130, 164]. Therefore, it is recommended to shorten the 

off-time of the pulse to less than the solidification time of the molten pool [7, 58, 129, 130, 164]. 

This requires a high-duty cycle and high amount of overlap of the fusion zone during one pulse 

transition [7, 58, 129, 130, 164]. It is recommended the adoption of short pulse durations and low 

energies in the case of pulsed wave systems to keep the area melted as small as possible [7, 58, 

129, 130, 164]. A pulse shape with gradually decreasing peak power levels or possibly combined 

with the use of a CW laser beam can also be used to reduce or prevent porosity and cracking 

[131]. The proper tailing wave allows withdrawal of the scan track gradually during 

solidification while the CW contribution causes a preheating effect to increase absorptivity 

[131]. With the development of high-power and high-quality lasers, stable scan tracks can be 

obtained, especially using CW Nd:YAG lasers.  

 

 Moreover, porosity may still occur by another important mechanism, i.e. the entrapment of 

gases by turbulent flow of liquid metal in molten pools as mentioned in [7, 58, 96, 129, 162, 

166]. Gases are entrapped into liquid metal in the molten pool via surface turbulence (but not 

bulk turbulence). The entrapment of gas and surface oxide films via surface turbulence had been 

explored in castings [167]. The turbulent motion in a molten pool is supposed to be extensively 

understood in SLS/SLM: however, no investigation has been conducted on this mechanism. As 

noted earlier on, the entrapped gas by this mechanism was thought to be the shielding gas [162]. 

Possibly, the entrained gas species by surface turbulence may be metal vapour, shielding gas, or 

their combination. Further study is needed to explore the mechanism and control fluid motion in 
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the molten pool to avoid entrapment of gases (and the possible entrapment of oxide films). 

Shrinkage porosity occurs during solidification as a consequence of inadequate metal feeding 

[28].  

 

 In summary, three mechanisms of pore formation may operate in SLS/SLM processing: 

however, the dominant mechanisms for pore formation during SLS/SLM processing of 

aluminium alloys need to be thoroughly investigated. The collapse of imperfect scan tracks or 

surface turbulent flow in the molten pool is considered to be the main causes of pores during 

SLS/SLM processing of metallic powders. An explicit relationship between the types of porosity 

and SLS/SLM process parameters is still lacking. Moreover, no information is available on the 

structural significance of small pores in SLS/SLM processed aluminium alloys.  

 

5.2.2 Cracking 

The tendency of aluminium alloy parts processed by SLS/SLM to encounter cracking is 

very strong. This could be explained by their large solidification temperature range, high co-

efficient of thermal expansion, and large solidification shrinkage [4, 168]. Similar to laser 

welded aluminium alloy components, SLS/SLM processed parts can also encounter liquation and 

solidification cracks. Liquation cracks had been attributed to the high amount of alloying 

additions, present in heat treatable alloys, which precipitate low melting point eutectic phases [4, 

168]. Provided sufficient stress is present with the application of high laser energy density, the 

melt will tear. Occurrence of liquation cracking can be reduced in SLS/SLM processed 

aluminium alloy parts by minimising the dissipated energy density on the powder bed/substrate. 
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Liquation cracking has not been investigated in SLS/SLM processed aluminium alloy parts. 

Therefore, a detail study exploring how the SLS/SLM process parameters, powder properties, 

alloy composition, cooling rates, and part geometry influence the susceptibility of SLS/SLM 

processed aluminium alloy parts to liquation cracking will be necessary.  

 

Solidification cracking had been observed in SLS/SLM fabricated parts made in several 

alloyed metallic parts [169]; however, it is scarcely observed in aluminium alloy parts processed 

with CW Nd:YAG laser systems while the contrary is true for PW Nd:YAG laser systems [30, 

170]. Moreover, heat treatable 2000 and 6000 series alloys are known to be more susceptible to 

solidification cracking than work hardening 5000 alloys during laser processing [4, 165, 171, 

172]. Cao et al. [168] highlighted how different theories have been employed to elucidate the 

mechanism of solidification cracking in laser processing. They asserted that solidification 

cracking is a function of the interaction between the augmented strain rate and the total strain 

resulting from external displacement and internal free shrinkage related to the ductility curve. On 

the basis of the outcome of the study by Cieslak & Fuerschbach [170], who compared the hot 

cracking susceptibility data of Al-Mg-Si alloys fabricated via casting and arc welding with PW 

Nd:YAG laser processing, it was established that the guidelines developed for minimising 

occurrence of solidification cracking in arc welding needed to be modified for laser processing 

because the cooling rates and the heat inputs encountered are different.  

 

Solidification cracking in aluminium alloy parts had been found to be metallurgically 

influenced by the temperature range of dendrite coherence, and the amount of liquid available 
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during freezing [30, 172]. The possibility for solidification cracking to occur is higher when an 

alloy has a wide critical solidification temperature range because solidification strains are 

directly related to the temperature interval over which solidification takes place and the tensile 

properties and ductility of the alloy are low in the freezing range [30, 171-173]. In regards to 

SLS/SLM processing, the actual liquidus and solidus temperatures are depressed further because 

of a lack of diffusion during non-equilibrium rapid solidification [30, 45]. Consequently, a wider 

critical temperature range and higher solidification cracking susceptibility are expected during 

SLS/SLM processing of aluminium alloys. Analysis of the literature on the solidification 

cracking susceptibility of laser processed aluminium alloys confirms that its occurrence is more 

pronounced in 0.8% Si in Al-Si; 1 to 3% Cu in Al-Cu; 1 to 1.5%  Mg in Al-Mg; and 1% Mg2Si 

in Al-Mg-Si alloys [168]. The addition of alloying elements with a view to narrowing the critical 

solidification range can also alter the melt pool composition to avoid cracking [30, 172, 174].  

 

During solidification, alloying elements and impurities are segregated at the grain 

boundaries by a micro-segregation mechanism, causing liquation films to persist down to low 

temperature [172, 174]. To minimise the initiation of stresses and cracks, it is necessary that 

sufficient liquid is available to fill in the cracks and take up the strain formed during 

solidification [172, 174]. Therefore, crack initiation by strain evolution competes with crack 

healing via refilling by residual liquid. Even though, crack initiation rate increases with strains, 

the refilling and healing movement of the residual liquid are controlled by its fluidity [172, 174]. 

The amount of eutectic necessary to prevent cracking varies with composition and freezing rate. 

The 5000 series alloys are not susceptible to solidification cracking due to their high Mg 
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contents, whereas, heat treatable alloys have higher solidification cracking tendency as a result of 

greater amount of alloying which create a tendency to form low melting constituents and widen 

the critical temperature ranges [2]. Therefore, 5000 alloys can be SLS/SLM processed without 

solidification cracking, whereas 2000 and 6000 alloys require alloying addition to modify 

composition and avoid solidification cracking [175].  

 

The solidification cracking susceptibility of SLS/SLM processed aluminium alloys is 

expected to be process sensitive. In SLM process, it had been reported that there exists an 

optimum laser energy density at which a crack-free fully densed part is obtainable. Above this 

value, solidification cracking occurs at energy density higher than the optimum value due to a 

low liquid viscosity, a long liquid lifetime, and resultant elevated thermal stresses; whereas at 

lower energy density, a disorderly liquid solidification front and a significant balling effect result 

in crack formation due to an enhanced instability of the liquid caused by Marangoni convection 

[28, 36, 176].  

 

The dissipation of lower laser energy density enhances the tendency for a fine dendritic 

structure and grain size on the SLM processed part as a consequence of rapid cooling [28, 176]. 

The occurrence of solidification cracking suggests that rapid cooling associated with lower laser 

energy density ensures the mushy zone remains wide in the laser processed parts [168]. Rapid 

cooling accelerates the development of high thermal shrinkage strains and increases stress 

gradient that promote high crack initiation rate. The residual liquid along grain boundaries in the 

mushy zone may be formed in a film-like shape, leading to easier concentration of strains and 
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occurrence of solidification cracks during SLM processing [162, 169]. Moreover, rapid cooling 

also reduces the time required for the residual liquid to refill and heal the initiated cracks [162, 

169, 177]. According to Cao et al. [168], rapid cooling rate may also be responsible for the 

increased solidification crack susceptibility in pulsed laser processed parts; though, pulsed-laser 

processing produces grain refinement and higher process control flexibility in comparison to CW 

laser processing. For example, higher susceptibility of solidification cracking and porosity at 

lower duty cycles was established by PW Nd:YAG processing of 2024-T3 alloy [177]. 

  

In similarity to laser welding, it is expected that by decreasing the cooling rate and the 

solidification rate, especially at the late stage of solidification of the melt pool during SLM 

processing, the propensity for the formation of solidification cracking will eventually be reduced 

[168]. During PW laser processing, higher pulse repetition rate and higher duty cycle are 

effective in reducing cracking [7, 129]. According to Morgan et al. [7]; O’Neil et al. [129]; and 

Cao et al. [168], the cracking may be prevented during PW laser processing provided the next 

pulse takes place before the initiation of solidification cracking caused by the previous pulse. On 

this ground, it is recommended to shorten the off-time of the pulse (using high duty cycle) to less 

than the solidification time of the molten pool [7, 129, 168]. The control of pulse shape with 

gradually decreasing peak power levels (tailing) or possibly combined with use of a CW laser 

beam can be used to reduce or prevent porosity and cracks [131]. 

 

Moreover, Cao et al. [168] noted that during the pulsed mode of operation, a pulse with a 

laser output greater than a minimum is thought to be effective for crack prevention. Since the 
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susceptibility of wider parts to cracking is less than that for narrower parts, a larger focussed spot 

size and a lower scanning speed to produce wider parts may overcome cracking [168]. 

Preheating the powder bed or the substrate can also avoid solidification cracking because it 

affects cooling rates [30]. To produce crack-free SLS/SLM processed parts, it is necessary that 

investigation is carried out to define the parameter-operating window for different aluminium 

alloys. 

 

5.2.3 Oxide Inclusions 

The surface oxide film is known to inhibit the densification mechanism by promoting 

balling and disrupting inter-particulate coalescence/wetting across the laser sintered/melted 

layers. Similar to the casting process as pointed out by Campbell [167], oxide may get into the 

melt pool either via alloying addition into the metal powder during primary processing (“old 

oxides”) or air/gas entrapment via surface turbulent flow (“young oxides”) during SLS/SLM 

processing. For example, addition of Mg or Si to the aluminium alloy prior to atomisation might 

be expected to change the nature of the oxide film. Specifically, Mg promotes the formation of 

spinel (MgAl2O4) in thin layers and Si, the formation of mullite (Al2O3 SiO2) [178]. As noted 

earlier on, because the vapourisation of alloying elements in the scan tracks is not uniform while 

the scan track positions vary with time, rapidly fluctuating scan tracks tend to entrap the 

shielding gas or even air since the shielding gas may not be truly pure [7, 58, 129, 179]. 

Consequently, some oxide particles possibly occur in the scan track vapour. The surface of the 

liquid metal in the melt pool then become oxidised to form oxide film as a result of the 

entrapment of air or shielding gas into the melt pool.  
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Fig. 50. SEM secondary electron image taken from the two opposing fracture surface of sand 

cast Al-Si11.5-Mg0.4 showing an extensive double oxide film [180]. 

 

Oxide films in powdered aluminium alloys have two sides: the dry, unbonded inner 

surfaces, and their wetted exterior surfaces. According to Campbell [167], oxide films are always 

folded dry side to dry side (on the opposing fracture surfaces of a tensile casting as shown in Fig. 

50. The wetted sides of oxide films during SLS/SLM processing of aluminium alloys may 

possibly nucleate into intermetallics phases as cracks in the fabricated parts. In agreement with 

Nyahumwa and co-researchers [181], other possible position for oxides in SLS/SLM processed 

aluminium alloys may be the grain boundaries since aluminium dendrites are unlike not nucleate 

through the unwetted dry side of the oxide films. Consequently, according to Cao & Campbell, 

[182], the gap between the two dry sides of the folded doubled oxide films constitutes the cracks 

in the aluminium alloy part with the width between them always less than 10 µm. Therefore, the 

unwetted dry sides of oxide films become the potential nucleation sites for gas and shrinkage 

porosity [167]. Oxide films in the inside surfaces of porosity had been reported in laser processed 
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aluminium alloy parts [168]. The oxide films as cracks in nature are expected to initiate cracks or 

inclusions in the SLS/SLM processed aluminium alloy parts.  

 

 

Fig. 51. (A) Marangoni convection in the melt pool. (B) Oxide disruption and solidification 

of the melt pool [27]. 

 

Louvis et al. [27] pointed out that the difficulties encountered when SLM processing aluminium 

and its alloys appeared to be caused by thin oxide films, and in many ways these defects are the 

same as those seen in conventional casting. They observed that the formation of oxide films on 

both solid and liquid metal surfaces leaves oxide films between the laser hatches at every layer of 

the aluminium parts and where two oxide films meet then pores are formed (Fig. 51). As noted 

earlier on, since the formation of oxide films cannot be avoided completely, the SLM process 

must break up these oxides if fully dense parts are to be formed, and this is why SLM fabrication 

of high density parts requires high laser power. According to Louvis and co-researchers, the 
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oxide film on the upper surface of the melt pool evaporates under the laser beam but on the other 

surfaces it remains intact. They then reasoned that Marangoni forces that stir the melt pool are 

the most likely mechanism by which lower  oxide films are disrupted but not the sides, thereby 

creating the ‘walls’ of oxides. They concluded that further research on the SLM of aluminium 

should be primarily orientated towards new methods of controlling the oxidation process and 

disrupting oxide films formed within the components. 

 

Just as oxide films are damaging to aluminium alloy castings, so they are to SLS/SLM 

processed parts made in aluminium alloys. However, the potential role of oxide films has not 

been elucidated in SLS/SLM processed aluminium alloy parts due to abundance of some defects 

such as porosity, cracking, and loss of alloying elements. It is expected that the potential role of 

oxide films will possibly be highlighted in SLS/SLM processing of aluminium alloys in the 

future, once these defects are eliminated.  

 

5.2.4 Loss of Alloying Elements 

High-power density employed in laser processing may cause selective vapourisation of 

alloying elements with low fusion points because of their higher equilibrium vapour pressure 

than aluminium [46, 183, 184]. According to Collur et al. [184], intrinsic vaporisation of alloying 

elements at the melt pool surface controls the overall vaporisation during laser processing while 

its mechanism of formation entails (i) transportation of vaporisation elements from the bulk to 

the surface of the molten pool; (ii) vaporisation of elements at the liquid/vapour interface; and 

(iii) transportation of the vaporised species into the surrounding gas phases.  
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Selective vaporisation of alloying elements leads to degradation of functional properties 

of laser processed parts. For example, vaporisation of Mg in laser processed aluminium alloys 

may result in the loss of precipitation strengthening, thereby, causing reduction in yield strength 

and hardness [183]; elongation and formability [184]; corrosion resistance and solidification 

cracking susceptibility [183]. The depletion of alloying elements also lead to scan track 

instability and high level of porosity in laser processed parts [46] thereby necessitating that 

appropriate measures be taken with a view to ensuring a reduction in vaporisation loss of 

alloying elements.  

 

By controlling the beam power density distribution and adjusting the pulsing parameters 

during CW and PW laser processing respectively, the temperature of the molten pool can be 

regulated, thereby reducing the loss of alloying elements. The change in the chemical 

composition of the laser processed part is a function of the vaporisation rate and the volume of 

the molten pool [185, 186]. Although, alloying vaporisation rate increases with the dissipated 

energy density, the change in composition is most pronounced at low energy density levels due 

to small size, and the high surface-to-volume ratio, of the molten pool [185, 186]. Therefore, 

employing laser processing conditions combining medium or high power with high scanning 

rates is critical to avoiding alloying vaporisation [184]. Fluxing materials can also be used to 

compensate for the loss of alloying elements: however, no science-based measures are currently 

used to avoid alloying losses during SLS/SLM processing of aluminium alloys.  
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6 Mechanical Properties of SLS/SLM Fabricated Parts 

 

 From Table 10, it is evident that the SLS/SLM process is able to impart adequate 

mechanical properties to components produced from metal powders when compared to other 

manufacturing techniques [187-189]. To understand how mechanical properties of SLS/SLM 

processed parts vary with the fractional density, the effect of pores (porosity and pore shape) on 

the structural integrity (impact energy, fracture toughness, and fatigue strength) of P/M sintered 

parts will be discussed briefly. Thereafter, recent studies detailing the mechanical properties of 

SLS/SLM parts will be presented. Although, a sintered sample may attain full density; 

nevertheless, it may possess inferior mechanical properties as a result of microstructural defects, 

the presence of inclusions such as oxides (Fig. 52). Pores reduce the effective load carrying 

capacity of a material and act as stress concentrators and effective crack initiation sites which 

affect hardness, tensile properties, and ductility [187]. Therefore, a sample with residual 

microstructural porosity would be expected to be weaker than fully dense bulk material. 

Interestingly, mechanical properties of sintered parts are sensitive to pore shape and placement. 

Smooth pores at large spacings are noted to be less detrimental than small, closely spaced pores 

(Fig. 53). The undesirable influence of pores on ductility is as a consequence of crack initiation 

at the pores. Therefore, aside from the effect of pore volume on ductility, there is a further 

sensitivity to pore shape. 
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Table 10 

Comparative analysis of parts fabricated by SLS/SLM and other traditional production processes [188, 189]. 

Techniques Min. 

mass 

(g) 

Max. 

mass (g) 

Min. section 

Thickness (mm) 

Shape 

complexity 

Tooling Lead time Typical Tensile 

Strength (M Pa) 

SLS/SLM 5 5,000 0.5 5 Highest Nil  Days 100- 230 

Machining 1 No limit 0.1 4 High Nil  Days to weeks 100- 600 

Investment casting 5 30,000 0.5 4 High Simple Days to weeks 100- 280 

Sand casting 50 No limit 3 3 Fair Moderate Weeks 130- 480 

Powder metallurgy 1 1,000 1.5 3 Fair Complex Months 130- 400 

Die casting <50 50,000 1 2 Low Complex Months 200- 360 

Closed die forging 10 No limit 3 2 Low Complex Months 330- 660 

Extrusion 1,000 No limit 1 1 Lowest Moderate Weeks 100- 400 
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Fig. 52. Impact energy as a function of the oxide inclusion content in a hot-repressed 4340 steel, 

showing the detrimental effect of a small level contamination [113]. 

 

(A)  (B)  

Fig. 53. The pores (dark spots) in these two sintered steels vary in shape and size, largely due to 

differences in sintering cycles. The arrangement of pores outlining the particles in (A) is 

detrimental to final properties, while the smooth pore structure evident in (B) is more desirable 

[113]. 
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 On the basis of the above discourse, German [113] and Grayson et al. [190] inferred that 

the shape, spacing, size, and placement of pores contribute to the significant variation in ductility 

observed in P/M materials. German [113] noted that with a porosity level greater than 15%, 

ductility is often negligible. Grayson et al. [190] characterised the fatigue behaviour of 

unreinforced pressed and sintered aluminium alloys by examining aspects of crack initiation and 

growth. They discovered that crack initiation occurred at surface or sub-surface pores and pore 

clusters with the veins of oxide observed on fatigue fracture surfaces. The presence of the veins 

of oxide was attributed to pre-existing microstructural features arising from the residue of the 

alumina film on the aluminium powder particles. Moreover, Upadhyaya [191] established that, 

for a common P/M alloy (201 AB), the tensile strength for a compaction pressure of 110 MPa 

and sintered density of 2.53 g/cm3 (approximately 9vol% porosity) was 169 MPa. When the 

sintered density was increased to 2.70 g/cm3 (6% higher density), the tensile strength increased 

by ~25% to 209 MPa.  

 

 Furthermore, German [113] highlighted the role of porosity in low-alloy (Ni-Mo-C) steels; 

for instance, the fatigue endurance strength for hot forged material having 0% porosity is 650 

MPa, whilst the value for the same alloy produced by metal injection moulding (3% porosity) is 

575 MPa and die compaction (12% porosity) is 390 MPa. In the formation of fatigue cracks and 

their propagation through the microstructure, pores play a significant role. Given the condition of 

dynamic loading, the crack grows ever so slightly on each stress cycle, eventually reaching a 

point where fracture takes place [113]. The nature of the final failure may be ductile or brittle.  
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 An understanding of the nature of the failure demands an accurate interpretation of the 

microstructure and of the fracture surface [192]. The presence of dimples on the SEM fractured 

surfaces is an indication of ductile failure while brittle fracture is characterised by cleavage with 

each fractured grain flat and differently oriented, thereby giving a “crystalline” or “rock candy” 

appearance to the fracture surface [192]. The impact energy and fracture toughness are also 

sensitive to pores. The impact energy is the energy needed to fracture a sample, while the 

fracture toughness indicates the energy required for the crack growth in an already defective 

structure [113]. Porous P/M parts are poor in impact toughness and fracture toughness tests. In 

the subsequent section, the mechanical behaviour of SLS/SLM processed parts is presented. 

 

6.1 Hardness and Wear Resistance 

 Fig. 54A illustrates the optimum hardness of 145 HV0.1 obtained when a scanning rate of 

2,500 mm/s was employed for SLM processing of AlSi10Mg samples at high scanning velocities 

and laser powers as investigated by Buchbinder et al. [24]. The outcome of this study showed 

that the hardness of the SLM processed AlSi10Mg samples was not influenced by the adoption 

of high scan rates and laser power in contrary to earlier finding in Buchbinder et al. [193] where 

an increase in hardness with increasing scanning velocity had been demonstrated. 
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(A)  

(B)  

Fig. 54. Hardness of SLM processed AlSi10Mg samples depending on (A) scan rate (B) scan 

spacing [24]. 

 

Figure 54B also shows the variation of hardness of SLM processed AlSi10Mg parts with 

different scan spacings as measured by Buchbinder et al. [24]. It is evident that the resulting 

hardness of samples is independent of the adopted range of scan spacing and reaches an optimum 

value of 148 HV0.1 at a scan spacing of 0.15mm (Figure 54B). Optimum hardness value reported 

for SLM processed AlSi10Mg parts was found to be twice the hardness value obtained for die 
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cast AlSi10Mg components according to EN 1706 standards and this could be attributed to high 

solidification rates resulting from the adoption of high scanning velocities. 

 

According to Mercelis & Kruth [194] and Gu & Meiners [195], residual stresses are not 

always disadvantageous in SLM fabricated parts because its retention at a reasonable level 

enhances the part’s hardness provided a sufficiently high densification without the formation of 

cracks or pores could be achieved. Moreover, the rapid solidification effect imparted on the as-

processed parts by the SLM which results in grain refinement of microstructure is another reason 

that could be attributed to increased hardness of SLM fabricated parts. Consequently, this lowers 

the part’s co-efficient of friction (COF), thereby improving the wear resistance of SLM 

fabricated parts. Gu and co-researchers [176] demonstrated how variation of process parameters 

altered the phase constitutions and microstructural characteristics of SLM fabricated commercial 

pure (CP) Ti parts with the  variation in hardness and wear rate obtained for the parts attributed 

to this effect.  

 

For example, when Gu et al. [176] employed scanning rate of 100 mm s-1 for the SLM 

processing of commercially pure (CP) Ti parts, the average COF reached a high value of 1.41, 

resulting in a considerably elevated wear rate of 1.19 x 10-3 mm3 N-1 m-1. The worn surface 

obtained at 100 mm s-1 primarily consisted of parallel, deep grooves representing abrasion wear 

with the loose fragments at the edges of grooves revealing the local severe deformation and 

plowing of the surface during sliding. Moreover, some irregular shaped debris in the form of 

particles was also observed on the wear surface (Fig. 55A). Upon increasing the scanning rate to 
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200 mm s-1, the worn surface showed much shallower grooves, free of any loose abrasive 

fragments (Fig. 55B), thereby reducing the mean COF and attendant wear rate to 1.16 and 8.82 x 

10-4 mm3 N-1 m-1, respectively. Interestingly, both the co-efficient of friction (0.98) and wear rate 

(8.43 x 10-4 mm3 N-1 m-1) of CP Ti parts were minimised at the optimum scanning rate of 300 

mm s-1 as a consequence of very high hardness of 3.89GPa imparted on the parts.  

 

(A)  (B)  

(C)  (D)  

Fig. 55. SEM images showing characteristic morphologies of worn surfaces of SLM-processed 

Ti parts at: (A) 900 J m-1, 100 mm s-1; (B) 450 J m-1,  mm s-1; (C) 300 J m-1, 300 mm s-1; (D) 225 

J m-1, 400 mm s-1 [176]. 

 

Similar to Jain et al. [196], the formation of an adherent, plastically smeared tribolayer 

(Fig. 55C) on the worn surface contributed to the enhancement of wear performance at the 

instance scanning rate was optimised. Analysis of findings from the work of Gu et al. [176] 

implies that the mechanism of material removal during sliding changes from abrasion (Fig. 55A) 

to adhesion of the tribolayer (Fig. 55C) for SLM fabricated CP Ti part with the transition 
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phenomena favouring the reduction in wear rate after sliding. When a higher scanning rate of 

400 mm s-1 was adopted, although the localized formation of tribolayer was still observed on the 

worn surface, severe spalling and delamination of the tribolayer occurred (Fig. 55D). Both the 

COF and the wear rate were found to have increased significantly to 1.29 and 1.08 10-4 mm3 N-1 

m-1 respectively. According to Gu et al. [176], comparative analysis of the phase constitution, 

densification kinetics, and microstructural properties of SLM fabricated CP Ti parts reveals that 

limited hardness and wear performance of the part processed at a low scan speed is ascribed to 

insufficient densification rate due to the formation of thermal microcracks; and the formation of 

relatively coarsened grains. For parts processed at a higher scan rate, although the formation of 

considerably refined martensitic g' phase should favour an improvement in hardness and wear 

property, the undesirable densification kinetics of the powder due to the presence of interlayer 

micropores weakens the ultimate performance of the as-processed Ti part. In conclusion, they 

stated that the applied SLM conditions for various Ti samples exerted a significant influence 

upon obtainable hardness and wear performance. 

 

Chlebus et al. [197] reported the effect of build orientation (x, y, and z-directions) on the 

hardness of SLM processed Ti＿6Al＿7Nb alloy. Their study revealed that the larger the 

specimen area parallel to the built platform and the smaller the specimen height (measured in z 

direction), the higher the hardness as a consequence of the grain size of the primary く phase. 

However, lower hardness obtained for vertical specimens in comparison to hardness of 

horizontal ones was attributed to the larger く grain size, and consequently the longer and thicker 

gガ martensite laths. The implication of these outcomes is that differences in the surface area of 
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the layers initiated variation in the thermal history of the material, thereby altering the 

microstructural properties and consequently the hardness values.  

 

6.2 Tensile Strength 

 

 Tensile strength “which is primarily dependent on fractional density” exhibits similar 

trends to the variation of sintered density with respect to scan speed and laser power (Fig. 56). 

Besides the fractional density, the strength of SLS/SLM processed samples also depends on 

various powder characteristics such as particle size and distribution, and particle shape, alloying 

element e.t.c. As observed in other studies, higher SLS/SLM part densities were obtained by 

using a lower layer thickness [50, 94]. However, the minimum layer thickness that can be 

successfully employed is determined by various factors and most importantly by the maximum 

particle size in the system, as discussed in Section 4.2.1. 

 

 

Fig. 56. Ultimate tensile strength of SLS-processed bronze-nickel parts as a function of scan 

speed and laser power [50]. 
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Below a certain layer thickness, the roller mechanism tends to displace the previously sintered 

layers from their predetermined position, thus disturbing the geometry of the component. [50]. 

This problem is particularly serious during the early build-up of the component. In a study 

carried out by Agarwala et al. [50] on bronze (Cu-10%wt.Sn)-nickel powders having 

agglomerate particles as large as ~150 µm, it was discovered that lowering layer thickness from 

500 µm to 250 µm resulted in an increase in ultimate tensile strength from approximately 35MPa 

to 60 MPa, irrespective of laser power or scan speed. The lower layer thickness resulted in 

improved sintering between layers thus advancing the part density. However, lowering the layer 

thickness to 125 µm resulted in difficulty in spreading fresh layer of powders without disturbing 

previously sintered layers.  

 

 Agarwala and co-investigators [50] also observed that strength was considerably lower 

when bronze-nickel specimens were oriented and scanned in a longitudinal direction (40 MPa) in 

comparison to when they were oriented and scanned in the transverse direction (60 MPa). This is 

as a result of the short scan vector in the transverse scanning direction which resulted in better 

sintered part. Kruth et al. [103] demonstrated that short scan vectors cause the receipt of more 

localized net energy than a series of longer scan vectors because of the shorter time interval 

between successive pulses, minimising the temperature decay.  

 

 Chlebus et al. [197] found that the strategy of specimen building influences the tensile 

strength values with the horizontal specimens built in x and y orientation tensioned along the 
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longer scanning lines characterised by significantly smaller rigidity than the specimens built in 

the z-orientation. The modulus of the sample built in the z-orientation is 15% higher than the 

value given in literature for wrought Ti＿6Al＿7Nb alloy (105 GPa ) by Boyer et al. [198]; but 

16% lower than in the case of specimens built in x and y orientation. Chlebus et al. [197] 

subsequently confirmed that specimens built at the direction of 45° to the long axis of a 

specimen have their Young’s modulus to be of intermediate value. Chlebus and co-investigators 

[197] then noted that the differences in elasticity of the horizontally and vertically built 

specimens could be influenced by different distribution and level of residual stresses. 

Furthermore, samples built in the y direction have slightly higher yield and tensile strength 

values, and lower elongation in comparison to samples built in the x-direction. Since the 

orientation of pores and the solidification direction with respect to the tension direction was 

identical in both x- and y- orientations, the influence of built orientation can be related to the 

distribution of residual stresses. The drastically low tensile strength values of the z- direction 

built specimens in comparison to the x- and y- built orientation  are undoubtedly related to the 

build defects (pores), with surface developed in the x–y plane, perpendicular to the specimen 

axis, consequently pulled apart by the tensile force; small tip radii of flat-shaped pores, which 

concentrate and magnify the applied stress; arrangement of layers perpendicular to the tension 

direction; larger number of pores (because of) resulting from a larger number of layers; and 

higher level of residual stresses in the z-axis direction. Furthermore, the  tensile strength of SLM 

Ti6Al7Nb builds are higher than that of their counterpart wrought products and those having g-

equiaxial microstructure obtained via thermomechanical processing [199]. Finally, plastic 

elongations of SLM processed Ti6Al7Nb parts are small, similarly as found by Vandenbroucke 
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& Kruth [200] and Murr et al. [201], and significantly (very) smaller in comparison to the 

elongations ranging from 7.5 to 12% for wrought alloys.  

 

Comparison of the studies carried out by Agarwala et al. [50]; and Chlebus et al. [197] on 

bronze-nickel and Ti alloy components respectively to the outcome from Buchbinder et al. [24] 

who studied the role of build-up direction on the tensile strength of SLM processed AlSi10Mg 

parts confirms that samples with a layer orientation parallel to the tensile direction (0°) display 

the highest tensile strength (Rm = 420 MPa), while those built with a layer orientation 

perpendicular to the applied load (90°) have the lowest strength (Rm = 360 MPa) (Fig. 57). 

Buchbinder et al. [24] then concluded that the tensile strength obtained for SLM processed 

AlSi10Mg parts so far outreached the minimum tensile strength reported for die-cast AlSi10Mg 

part (Rm = 240 MPa) in accordance with EN 1706 standard (Fig. 57).  

 

 

Fig. 57. Tensile strength depending on build up direction for SLM processed AlSi10Mg part 

[24].  
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 Powder properties also exert significance influence on the tensile strength of SLM 

fabricated parts. For instance, Spierings et al. [202] explored the effect of three different powder 

granulations on the resulting tensile strength of the steel produced with a view to elucidating the 

variation in the mechanical properties as stated in the material data sheet of the machine 

producers. Their results show that two powders 1 and 2 having different particle size 

distributions, but of finer granulation, showed a comparable higher tensile strength; in contrast to 

the coarser powder 3 with lower tensile strength (Fig. 58). The behaviour of the powders was 

attributed to the fact that the coarser powder 3 resulted in bigger pores in comparison to finest 

powder 1 (Fig. 59) as a consequence of bigger particles and possibly a higher amount of hollow 

particles, which can be specific to the production process.  

 

 

Fig. 58. Ultimate tensile strength Rm and yield strength at 0.2 per cent offset Rp0.2 for 0o, 45o and 

90o orientations for finer powder type 1 and coarsest powder type 3 [202]. 
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Fig. 59. Pore sizes of test cubes for finer powder type 1 (left) and coarse powder type 3 (right) 

for 30mm layers in 0o orientation [202]. 

 

Spierings et al. [202] reported that energy absorption requirement of bigger particles to 

achieve full melting is higher in comparison to smaller particles as depicted by Eq. (9): 継銚塚継津勅勅鳥 噺  畦 茅  荊墜 茅  講 茅  堅態盤4 3斑 匪講 茅 堅戴 茅  貢 茅 (系椎 ッ劇陳 +  詣陳)                                       (9) 
 噺    1堅 茅  3畦荊墜

4貢盤系椎 ッ劇陳 +  詣陳匪                                                                   (10) 
 

where Cp and Lm are the specific or latent heat of fusion, respectively. A is the absorption 

coefficient of the powder material and I0 the intensity of the laser beam. 

 

According to Spierings & Levy [203], SLM processing of coarse powders leads to generally 

higher effective powder layer thicknesses which reduces the amount of energy reaching the 

underlying surface. Consequently, the reduced thermal penetration depth prevents a reliable 

connection of the layers via re-melting of the underlying surface, thereby, resulting in more 
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inhomogeneous regions like cracks and incomplete fusion in the material. This effectively 

decrease the fracture toughness (KIC) value because the cracks have their long axis in parallel to 

the layer orientation so that external loads perpendicular to the layers open the cracks. This 

explains the reduction in the tensile strength of samples made of coarse powders and built in the 

vertical direction (90o). Spierings et al. [202] also established that increasing amount of coarser 

particles in a powder blend increased the ductility (Fig. 60), although this effect is less 

pronounced for higher layer thicknesses. They identified this as an evidence for a weaker 

bonding of the different layers. However, Spierings and co-researchers reasoned that the 

differences should be less distinct for laser sources with a higher laser beam quality, as for such 

beams deep penetration welding occurs while the size range of particles has to remain limited as 

for broader size distributions the mechanical strength is reduced. Meanwhile, in order to assure 

that coarser powders lead to a reduced re-melting of the underlying layers, additional 

investigations have to be undertaken. 

 

 

Fig. 60. Elongation at fracture At for finest powder type 1, fine powder type 2, and coarse 

powder type 3 [202]. 
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 While Dewidar and co-workers [56] adopted infiltration with bronze to improve the 

mechanical properties of high speed steel components fabricated via direct SLS, Uzunsoy & 

Chang [51] also carried out a comparative evaluation of the microstructure and mechanical 

properties of laser sintered low carbon stainless steel (316L) processed using three different 

copper alloy infiltrants. Uzunsoy & Chang [51] found the tensile fracture strength increased in 

the order of high tensile brass< bronze < cast aluminium manganese bronze.  

 

6.3 Fatigue 

 

In similarity to the fatigue behaviour of conventional P/M sintered parts, the presence or 

absence of microstructural defects such as porosity or shrinkage cavities, dictate to a very great 

extent the fatigue life of SLS/SLM processed components. In SLS/SLM processed components, 

the occurrence of low melting porosity in between their layers reduces the effective load-bearing 

area perpendicular to the layers (z-direction) and causes stress concentration (notch effect), 

resulting in reduction of static and dynamic strength in the z-direction [30, 162, 169, 204-208]. 

Wang et al. [205, 206] investigated the crack path, initiation, and propagation of SLS processed 

FeNiCu-alloy via surface replication in four-point bending fatigue tests. They discovered that the 

fatigue behaviour was controlled by the complex layered structure with the pores on or under the 

surface being the preferable places for crack initiation. Furthermore, crack linkage and deflection 

occurred due to crack tip interaction with microstructure and sinter layers where microcracks 

initiated at pores adjacent to the advancing crack tip. According to Wang et al. [205, 206], 
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porosity has the most deteriorating influence on the fatigue strength of components whenever 

pore size and amount exceed certain threshold values.  

 

Brandl et al. [30] employed this concept to elucidate the effects of varying powder bed 

temperature, peak hardening heat treatment, and build direction on the microstructure, and 

fatigue response of SLM processed AlSi10Mg alloy. It was established that the combination of 

heating the powder bed to 300 oC and post-built peak hardening treatment of AlSi10Mg parts led 

to the homogenisation of the microstructure of the parts via the formation of spheroidal inter-

dendritic eutectic Si-particles and reduction of crack initiation and/or propagation, which 

eventually increased the fatigue resistance and the ductility [30]. However, Brandl and co-

investigators reported that build direction has the least effect on the fatigue resistance of SLM 

processed AlSi10Mg parts. It is clear that heating the AlSi10Mg powder bed reduced the amount 

of metallurgical defects (e.g. cracks, porosity) because when the laser beam impinges on the 

already heated powder bed, the cooling rate is reduced, thus the distortion is reduced since fewer 

stresses are developed [30].  

 

Analysis of the fracture behaviour of SLS/SLM parts shows that the crack initiation 

always started from the imperfections (pores, non-melted spots) at the surface or subsurface. 

This is generally expected due to the stress conditions and localized plastic deformation induced 

by surface discontinuities [209, 210]. According to Brandl et al. [30], the imperfections, 

however, can turn into a surface-notch after final machining and even promote crack initiation. 

Moreover, the peak-hardened samples showed dimples in the area of forced fracture (Fig. 62B) 
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in comparison to the as-built samples (Fig. 61B) which suggests ductile fracture behaviour. 

Brandl and co-investigators further reported that even though the peak-hardened sample 

demonstrated similar (ductile) forced fracture behaviour independent of the adopted power bed 

temperature (30 oC, or 300 oC) or the building direction (0o, 90 o). In order avoid such 

imperfections in SLM processed aluminium alloys, the process must therefore be improved upon 

by exploring the effects of scanning strategy of the laser beam, flow of inert gas, powder 

deposition etc.  

 

(A)  (B)  

Fig. 61. Typical fracture surfaces of SLM processed AlSi10Mg parts (powder bed temperature of 

300 oC / build direction of 0o / as-built): (A) crack initiation site and (B) area of forced fracture. 

[30]. 
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(A)  (B)  

Fig. 62. Typical fracture surfaces of SLM processed AlSi10Mg parts (powder bed temperature of 

300 oC / build direction of 0o / peak hardened): (A) crack initiation site and (B) area of forced 

fracture [30]. 

 

7. Perspectives on SLS/SLM Processing of Aluminium Alloy Powders 

 

An analysis of the available literature on the SLS/SLM of metallic materials has revealed that 

aluminium, an engineering material in very high demand but which has not been extensively 

investigated by the SLS/SLM manufacturing method to explore the possibilities it offers for 

engineering applications. Therefore, SLS/SLM will be increasingly employed for fabricating 

high quality, low cost, repeatable, and reliable aluminium alloy parts in automotive, aerospace, 

and aircraft industries since it aids manufacturing businesses engaging in the fabrication of 

aluminium parts to deliver their new customised products more quickly and gain more consumer 

markets for their products. To date, the effects of the SLS/SLM process and powder parameters 

on the physical, mechanical and microstructural properties of aluminium powders and its alloys 

are yet to be fully proven. However, the aluminium powder is known to be uniquely bedevilled 
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with a tenacious surface oxide film which is difficult to avoid during SLS/SLM processing and 

therefore tends to produce processing problems and metallurgical defects. It is this lack of 

understanding of the effect of process and powder parameters on the processing and performance 

of SLS/SLM fabricated aluminium alloy components that has been addressed in this review in 

order to provide a basis for follow-on- research that leads to the development of high 

productivity of SLS/SLM processed aluminium alloy parts.  

 

8. Conclusions 

 Consolidation regimes associated with SLS/SLM of aluminium alloys have been identified. 

The variants of SLS/SLM process of aluminium alloys have been categorised on the basis of 

material component system, type of laser employed for consolidation, the intensity of the 

specific laser energy input dissipated on the powder bed, as well as laser induced in-situ 

chemical reaction for fabricating aluminium alloy-based composites. Knowledge of these 

variants provides basic understanding of overcoming associated challenges of fabricating 

aluminium alloy powders for various technological applications via the SLS/SLM process. 

Available literature on SLS/SLM, powder metallurgy (P/M) sintering, and pulsed electric current 

sintering (PECS) of aluminium and its alloys were evaluated with a view to gaining useful 

insights especially in the aspect of alloying effect in disrupting the surface oxide film barrier to 

sintering or melting; liquid phase sintering (LPS); and alloying design suitable for the SLS/SLM 

process of aluminium powders. This led to highlighting the importance of reducing the oxide 

content of aluminium and its alloys during SLS/SLM processing. Provided oxide levels are low 

and adequate amount of liquid phase is available for filling all inter-particle pores completely, 
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components with inter-particulate bonding exhibiting pore free microstructure across the layers 

are obtainable by SLS process.  

 

 Furthermore, an extensive analysis of the available literature on the direct SLS/SLM of 

metals has led to the recognition of the influential process parameters (processing atmosphere, 

laser processing parameters, layer thickness, and type of laser employed for the sintering 

process) and material properties (powder particle size and distribution, powder particle shape, 

apparent and tapping densities, powder flowability, chemical composition, and liquid phase 

forming additives). All the process and powder parameters reported above have been shown 

throughout the literature as having strong influences on the properties of metallic powdered parts 

fabricated via SLS/SLM with their effects being linked to what impact each has over the wetting 

conditions between the layers, density, surface roughness, dimensional accuracy, surface 

morphology, microstructure and mechanical properties.  
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. (A) A layered manufacturing (LM) paradigm (B) Generic fixturing [9]. 

Fig. 2. Results from (A) porosity and (B) Charpy impact measurements performed over 

manufactured samples. Each point represents the average % porosity or impact energy 

determined for six samples fabricated in five particular iterations. Red bars indicate standard 

deviation from the average values of porosity and impact energy. The dashed line represents an 

average porosity or impact energy obtained from these five values [22]. 

Fig. 3. The microstructural development in indirect SLS of aluminium alloys. (A) green part 

(nylon binder in black, not visible); (B) aluminium nitride skeleton surrounding the aluminium 

grains; (C) infiltrated part [53]. 

Fig. 4. Variants of binary liquid phase SLS or direct SLS (A) coated grains, (B) composites 

grains, and (C) separate grains [54]. 

Fig. 5. LPS of WC-Co powder mixture; (A) before infiltration (grey portion: non-molten WC 

particle, white portion: molten Co, dark portion: porosity); (B) after infiltration with low melting 

point material (copper) [55]. 

Fig. 6. Phase diagram of an ideal system for LPS [60].  

Fig 7. A schematic diagram contrasting the effects of solubility on densification or swelling 

during LPS [60]. 

Fig. 8. Typical microstructure of a LPS system with the phase diagram characteristics shown in 

Fig. 6 [60]. 
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Fig. 9. Optical images of the polished sections of the laser sintered multi-component Cu-based 

metal powder with varying contents (wt%) of binder CuSn in the samples (a) 20 (b) 35 (c) 50 

and (d) 65 [63]. 

Fig. 10. Processing window for single layer parts made in (A) air atomised pure aluminium (AL-

1) (B) gas atomised pure aluminium (AL-2) (C) water atomised Al-5.6Mg (AL-3) (D) water 

atomised Al- 6Mg (AL-4) and (E) gas atomised Al-12Si AL-5 powders (AL-5) (Note: 

Reciprocals of slopes f-a, f-b, and f-c, were computed and multiplied by the reciprocal of scan 

spacing (0.1 mm) in order to obtain the applied energy density). Processing conditions are laser 

powers (20-240W), scan rates (20-250mms-1), and scan spacing 0.1mm [40]. 

Fig. 11. Relationship between the various regions of processing map and the surface morphology 

of SLS/SLM processed aluminium powder at a laser power of 150 W, scan spacing of 0.1 mm, 

and varying scanning rates [40]. 

Fig. 12. Apparent, Tapping, and Bed densities of the aluminium powders [40]. 

Fig. 13. SLM processing windows for the SLM parts fabricated from (A) Al/5wt.% Fe2O3, 

(B) Al/10wt.% Fe2O3 and (C) Al/15wt.% Fe2O3 powder mixture [33].  

Fig. 14. Effect of SLS processing conditions on the density of an in-situ multi-component 

reinforced aluminum based metal matrix composite: (A) Main plots for density and (B) Main 

plots for porosity [43]. 

Fig. 15. (A) Variation of the density of SLS processed AlSi12 powder with scan spacing at fixed 

laser power (240 W); (B) Variation of the density of SLS processed AlSi12 powder with 

scanning rates at different laser powers. and layer thickness (0.25 mm); and (C) Variation of the 
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density of SLS processed AlSi12 powder with layer thickness at fixed laser power (240 W), 

scanning rate (120 mm/s); scan spacing (0.1 mm) [28]. 

Fig. 16: (A) Procedure for a target dependent database. (B) Correlation and prioritisation matrix 

[90 ] 

Fig. 17. A schematic illustration of Marangoni flow as applied to the direct SLS of W-Cu 2-

phase direct SLS [93]. 

Fig 18. Variation of the density of SLS processed AlSi12 powder with the applied energy 

density. Processing conditions: laser power (100–200 W), scan rate (80–200mms−1), scan 

spacing 0.1–0.3mm, and layer thickness 0.25–1.00mm [28]. 

Fig. 19. Effect of variation in layer thickness on the microstructure of laser sintered AlSi12 

powder at laser power of 200 W, scan rates of 120 mm/s; and scan spacing of 0.1mm: (A) 

1.0mm, (B) 0.5mm and (C) 0.25mm [28]. 

Fig. 20. Fractional density vs. the specific energy input (ね) for sintered iron using different 

processing parameters [94]. 

Fig. 21. SEM image of SLS/SLM processed iron powder at the excessive delivery of specific 

laser energy input of 0.8 kJ/mm3 showing the occurrence of layer delamination as a result of 

increased life time of the generated liquid phase [94].  

Fig. 22. SLS/SLM scanning strategies (a) Standard (b) Diagonal and (c) Perimeter [56]. 
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Fig. 23. Four different scanning strategies adopted in the direct laser sintering of tool steels using 

a Nd: YAG laser machine. The numbers indicate the scanning sequence while the arrows 

represent the scanning directions [98]. 

Fig. 24. Three types of overlapping regime under inter-layer stagger scanning strategy. (A) Intra-

layer overlapping regime. (B) Inter-layer overlapping regime. (C) Mixed overlapping regime 

[101]. 

Fig. 25. (A) Porosity evolution in AlSi10Mg samples processed using different combinations of 

scan speeds and scan strategies, (B) Influence of scanning strategy on relative density [102]. 

Fig. 26. Relative density of the SLM-produced Al–12Si samples in various atmospheres as a 

function of incident laser energy [38]. 

Fig. 27. The effect of the sintering gas on sintered density for Al–3.8Cu–1Mg–0.7Si (wt%) 

samples were sintered for 1 h and air cooled [106]. 

Fig. 28. The variation of (A) fractional density with specific energy input (ね) for iron powders of 

varying particle sizes; (B) saturation density with the mean particle sizes of iron powders [117]. 

Fig. 29. The variation of (A) the densification (D) with the specific energy input (ね) for iron 

powders of different particle sizes; (B) the densification co-efficient (K) with the mean particle 

size of iron powders at different oxygen concentrations [117]. 

Fig. 30. Comparison of the apparent, tapping, and sintered densities (laser power of 200W, scan 

speed of 65 mm/s, layer thickness of 0.25 mm, and a scan spacing of 0.1 mm) of bimodal with 

trimodal powders [29]. 
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Fig. 31. The variation of the densification (D) with the specific energy input (ね) for iron-based 

powders of varying chemical composition under the same processing conditions [119]. 

Fig. 32. Density and relative density of the SLM parts. The density was measured by 

dimensional method while relative density was achieved according to CT scanning experiments 

[31]. 

Fig. 33. (A) Effect of the main SLM parameters (laser scanning speed, hatch distance) on the 

resulting relative density of AlSi12 at 100 W [27]. (B) Relationship between Relative density in 

% and volumetric energy density in J mm-3 for AW-2618 processed with LBM machine system, 

Realizer SLM 50 [35]. 

Fig. 34. Three-phase equilibrium for wetting and non-wetting systems [46]. 

Fig. 35. (A) Illustration showing the epitaxial nucleation and competitive growth in the weld 

fusion zone [141], (B) Schematic of free energy change associated with heterogeneous 

nucleation in casting and welding juxtaposed with free energy change in homogeneous 

nucleation [143]. 

Fig. 36. (A) Microstructure of SLM processed Ti-6Al-4V exhibiting porosity and insufficient 

substrate remelts and (B) Etched microstructure of fully dense Ti-6Al-4V specimen [46]. 

Fig. 37. Optical micrographs of etched, polished sections parallel to the build directions at 

different energy density: (A) 100 J/mm3 (B) 75 J/mm3 (C) 67 J/mm3 (D) 40 J/mm3 (E)13 J/mm3 

[28]. 
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Fig. 38. Relationship between the energy density and the average dendritic arm spacing of the 

SLS processed AlSi12 powders across the depth of the laser sintered AlSi12 samples [28]. 

Fig. 39. Effect of energy density on the fraction of primary phase in SLS processed 

AlSi12powder [28]. 

Fig. 40. Characteristic microstructures of SLS processed AlSi12 powder with varying processing 

conditions: (A, B) 100 J/mm3; (C, D) 67 J/mm3; (E, F) 50 J/mm3 [28].    

Fig. 41. Sections through the micrograph of AlSi12 (200W-120mm/s) generated by 67 J/mm3 

[28].    

Fig. 42. Optical micrographs showing the variation of microstructure of Ti-48Al-2Mn-2Nb 

(wt.%) alloy consisting of lamellar (g2 + け), featureless (け) and partially lamellar [け + (g2 + け)] 

and fabricated with laser power (A) 300W, (B) 360W, (C) 400W. (Scanning speed 8mm/s; 

powder feed rate 3g/min; z-increment 0.2mm; number of layers 20) [150]. 

Fig. 43. Typical microstructure of SLM processed AlSi10Mg parts at powder bed temperature of 

300 oC, and build orientation of 0o: (A) As built (B) Peak-hardened [30]. 

Fig. 44. Micrographs of aluminium alloy 2xxx on Al 6082 substrate after SLM processing (B) 

Optical micrograph of formation of single track; (B) SEM micrograph of microstructure of 

melted middle zone [153]. 

Fig. 45: (A) Diagram of basic SLM experimental platform with dual-magnetic-pole AC 

electromagnet (SD: scanning direction of laser; MD: movement direction of electromagnet). (B) 

optical metallographic images for Ti-6Al-4V SLM part. (C) Variations of electromagnetic flux 

density with  the average grain size [154]. 
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Fig. 46. SEM images of laser sintered high speed steel powders using laser power of 50 W and a 

scan rate of 5.0 mm/s and a scan line spacing of 0.15 mm. Particle sizes were: (A) as supplied 

from atomiser (full range), (B) 53 µm – 150 µm, (C) >150 µm and (D) <38 µm [5]. 

Fig. 47. Polished section of laser sintered parts shows the effect of graphite addition on the pore 

structures on a section cut parallel to the building direction; laser power is 215 W, scan rate is 75 

mm/s, scan line spacing is 0.3 mm, and layer thickness is 0.1 mm (A) 0% C (B) 0.4% C (C) 

0.8% C (D) 1.2% C [156]. 

Fig. 48. Characteristic microstructure of laser sintered iron-1.2 wt.% graphite powder mixture on 

a section cut parallel to the building direction shows heterogeneous carbon dissolution in the iron 

matrix resulting in the varying local hardness values (Table 2.4). Laser power is 215 W, scan rate 

is 75 mm/s, scan line spacing is 0.3 mm, and layer thickness is 0.1 mm [156]. 

Fig. 49. AFM results presenting ultrafine/nanoscale particles in the cross section of the SLM 

parts made from (A) Al/15wt%Fe2O3, (B) AlMg1SiCu/15wt%Fe2O3, and (C) 

AlSi10Mg/15wt%Fe2O3 [31].  

Fig. 50. SEM secondary electron image taken from the two opposing fracture surface of sand 

cast Al-Si11.5-Mg0.4 showing an extensive double oxide film [180]. 

Fig. 51. (A) Marangoni convection in the melt pool. (B) Oxide disruption and solidification 

of the melt pool [27]. 

Fig. 52. Impact energy as a function of the oxide inclusion content in a hot-repressed 4340 steel, 

showing the detrimental effect of a small level contamination [113]. 
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Fig. 53. The pores (dark spots) in these two sintered steels vary in shape and size, largely due to 

differences in sintering cycles. The arrangement of pores outlining the particles in (A) is 

detrimental to final properties, while the smooth pore structure evident in (B) is more desirable 

[113]. 

Fig. 54. Hardness of SLM processed AlSi10Mg samples depending on (A) scan rate (B) scan 

spacing [24]. 

 

Fig. 55. SEM images showing characteristic morphologies of worn surfaces of SLM-processed 

Ti parts at: (A) 900 J m-1, 100 mm s-1; (B) 450 J m-1,  mm s-1; (C) 300 J m-1, 300 mm s-1; (D) 225 

J m-1, 400 mm s-1 [176]. 

Fig. 56. Ultimate tensile strength of SLS-processed bronze-nickel parts as a function of scan 

speed and laser power [50]. 

Fig. 57. Tensile strength depending on build up direction for SLM processed AlSi10Mg part 

[24].  

Fig. 58. Ultimate tensile strength Rm and yield strength at 0.2 per cent offset Rp0.2 for 0o, 45o and 

90o orientations for finer powder type 1 and coarsest powder type 3 [202]. 

Fig. 59. Pore sizes of test cubes for finer powder type 1 (left) and coarse powder type 3 (right) 

for 30mm layers in 0o orientation [202]. 

Fig. 60. Elongation at fracture At for finest powder type 1, fine powder type 2, and coarse 

powder type 3 [202]. 
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Fig. 61. Typical fracture surfaces of SLM processed AlSi10Mg parts (powder bed temperature of 

300 oC / build direction of 0o / as-built): (A) crack initiation site and (B) area of forced fracture. 

[30]. 

Fig. 62. Typical fracture surfaces of SLM processed AlSi10Mg parts (powder bed temperature of 

300 oC / build direction of 0o / peak hardened): (A) crack initiation site and (B) area of forced 

fracture [30]. 

 

 

 

Table Captions 

Table 1: Properties of pure and alloyed aluminium at its melting point [44] 

Table 2: SLS/SLM process parameters and material variables influencing the processing and 
densification mechanism of fabricated parts [50]. 

Table 3: Solubility effects on densification in LPS [60]. 

Table 4: Fractional amount of liquid phase generated in various SLS processed metal systems. 

 Table 5: Elemental Composition of the Powdered Samples by Semi-quantitative EDS Analysis 

(weight %) [40]. 
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Table 6: Summary of application of SLS/SLM to metal systems. 

Table 7: Commercial Machines and Lasers for SLS/SLM of Metal Powders [128]. 

Table 8: Comparison of absorptance of single-component and two-component metallic powders 

using Nd:YAG and CO2 lasers [126]. 

Table 9: The local carbon concentration measured by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

method and microhardness values of marked areas in Fig. 48 [156]. 

Table 10: Comparative analysis of parts fabricated by SLS/SLM and other traditional production 
processes [188, 189].  
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